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By Stuart Rosenthal, Publisher
I don’t know about you, but I frequently
find my New Year’s resolutions generate a
sense of deja vu. There are just some things
about me that I want to improve, or tasks I’d
like to accomplish, that hang around from
year to year.
A friend who knew I like to keep notepaper in my front pocket (so I can incessantly
write down or remind myself of things I
need to do) once made me burst out laughing when he suggested I write a to-do list
of things I’ve already done! THAT was a
suggestion I could get into.
Well, that’s sort of what I’m doing this
year. In the last few weeks, I’ve finally accomplished (well, started) something that
I’ve long aimed for, and I’m going to call it
my New Year’s resolution anyway.
As you may recall from earlier columns,
last spring I took a seven-week “sabbatical”
from Fifty Plus to test drive my “retirement
plan” — composing original piano pieces.
That’s something I used to do in middle
and high school and always loved.

Doodling around on the piano (which I
studied for 12 years) and coming up with interesting note combinations and rhythms
were things that made me look forward to
my daily piano practice as a kid.
So, in May and June I pulled out some of
the short pieces, themes and sketches I wrote
down as a youth and worked on developing
them into compositions of a respectable
length (we’re talking 3 to 5 minutes).
I produced three new pieces and reacquainted myself with two from high school
that my friends and family tell me are nice to
listen to. I also learned how to use music notation software so I could make sheet music
for the pieces.
That checked off a couple of resolutions
I’ve been making, or thinking of making,
for years. (It also convinced me that my retirement plan of pursuing my passion for
music is a good one.)
It also brings me to this year’s alreadybegun resolution — to share my music
with the world. I have been recording
those five pieces and making videos of my-

ON THE COVER:
Antonio Winslow, whose left side was left paralyzed after a stroke a year
ago, takes an inaugural ride down his new wheelchair ramp, provided and
installed at no charge by RampsRVA.
PHOTO COURTESY OF RAMPSRVA
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New year, new project

self playing them.
And just the other day, I
set up a YouTube channel
(Stuart’s Melodies), website (stuartsmelodies.com)
and, heaven help me, registered for my first Facebook
page. I’m also getting ready
to contact a music distribution company about putting
my audio tracks on Spotify,
Apple Music and the like.
I don’t know how many
people make “join the world
of social media” (or really
“become an exhibitionist”)
one of their New Year’s resolutions, but that’s basically
what I’m doing.
So, is this what the
world’s been waiting for?
Will millions beat a path to
my door?
You tell me. It would certainly be a big kick to have
you listen to my pieces and
perhaps download them
and/or the sheet music.
Learning that a Fifty Plus Fifty Plus publisher, Stuart Rosenthal, has returned to
reader somewhere has de- playing and composing for the piano after many years
away from the keyboard. You can listen to his newest
cided to play one of my
compositions at stuartsmelodies.com.
pieces would be especially
gratifying.
Two pieces are there as I write this; the note, by the way).
I hope you will check out my music in
other three are in process and should be up
one
way or another.
in the next few weeks. You can download the
A few of my videos are also now available
recordings and sheet music at no charge
from my website. There is an option on the at the Beacon Virtual 50+Expo, which I ensite to pay whatever you want for downloads, courage you to visit even more for the wonderful speakers and classes, and for the
but payment is optional.
I fervently hope to write and post more useful information provided by dozens of
pieces in the future. (You can sign up on exhibitors. That’s all available free online
the website to be notified when new works through January 31 at beacon50expo.com.
Thanks for listening! Feel free to send
are added.)
I couldn’t have done this without the me an email via stuartsmelodies.com or to
help of others, so I want to thank Fifty Plus post comments on YouTube or Facebook.
staff (especially Margaret Foster, Roger I look forward to hearing from you.
The entire Fifty Plus staff joins me in
King and Gordon Hasenei) for taking over
my duties last spring during my sabbatical, wishing you a happy, healthy, peaceful and
Jon Seipp (audio engineer extraordinaire) meaningful 2022.
for recording my pieces, my friend and indefatigable videographer and video editor
David Hughes, and music and software
mentor Jason Sherwin (a composer of

Letters to the editor
Readers are encouraged to share their opinion on any matter
addressed in Fifty Plus as well as on political and social issues of the day.
Mail your Letter to the Editor to Fifty Plus, P.O. Box 2227,
Silver Spring, MD 20915, or email to info@fiftyplusrichmond.com.
Please include your name, address and telephone number for verification.
Dear Editor:
The November edition of your newspaper
arrived this week, and I must say, I was really
impressed. First, reading about all the awards
the newspaper has won this year. What a
wide range of interests and information
you’ve introduced to your readers!
Then, in this particular issue, the number
of informative stories regarding flu shots
and stem cell clinics and palliative care. That

story went well in combination with the
work you did on my piece [November’s
cover stor y, “What’s next for Diane
Rehm?”], presenting another option with
which to view end-of-life care. Good work
and good reading all!
Please continue to send me your newspaper. I know it will add to my reading pleasure.
Diane Rehm
Washington, DC
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Cover Story
Volunteers help make homes accessible

RampsRVA got its start in 2005 when
school officials at Collegiate School, a nondenominational private school in Richmond, asked students to develop a philanthropic project in their community.
Three students, Mike Down, Coleman
Wortham and Gray Fain, came up with the
idea of providing ramps to those in need of
one. That led to the creation of the nonprofit, whose logo reads: RAMPS — Ramp
Access Made Possible by Students.
The group’s mission proved so valuable
and popular that more than 300 students
involved in clubs at seven area high
schools now assist the nonprofit.
They are joined by retired older adults
and volunteers from companies like Dominion Energy and Burns and McDonnell,
an engineering firm. The organization also
partners with Senior Connections and the

Product changes lives

Some ramp recipients have been isolated at home. Many have degenerative conditions like arthritis, diabetes or respiratory illnesses. Some people, including those
undergoing rehabilitation in a nursing
home, cannot be discharged to return
home until they get a ramp installed.
These metal structures help caregivers,
too, who otherwise would have to carry
the disabled person and a wheelchair up
and down stairs. “It’s for the entire household,” Kocen said.
There are also rewards for the 40 to 50
volunteers who build four to five ramps a
month. They can immediately see and take
pride in their work, and share the joy so
obvious in people and their families. Volunteers get their hands dirty and feel they
have made an impact, Kocen said.
One volunteer, Jim Down, retired in
2005 from marketing supermarket products and did not want to sit in front of the
television all day. Since then, he has
helped install more than 100 ramps.
His son, Mike, was one of the group’s
original student founders. Now the senior
Down is president and chairman of the
board of directors of RampsRVA.
Down believes that what inspires volunteers and keeps bringing them back are
“three equities” — financial equity thanks to

M A R K YO U R C A L E N D A R

Feb. 7

DIGITIZE PHOTOS, HOME MOVIES
Learn how to preserve old photos, slides, 35mm film and VHS

tapes by digitizing them at the Tuckahoe Area Library Digital Media Lab on Mon.,
Feb. 7 from 2 to 4 p.m. For more information or to register, visit
bit.ly/DigitizePhotos. Call (804) 501-1910 with questions.

Volunteers from RampsRVA and Dominion Energy’s Veterans Resource Group recently
installed a ramp for Chris Matzer, a U.S. Air Force veteran, who has difficulty walking
due to neuropathy. The nonprofit has installed 525 modular wheelchair ramps for financially qualified older adults and disabled people in Henrico County, Chesterfield County
and the City of Richmond.

fundraising (so ramps are free to recipients),
physical equity from joining together to build
the ramps, and emotional equity when they
see what the ramp means to the recipient.
Stephenson, who uses her ramp every
day, is very grateful. “RampsRVA is an
amazing organization,” she said. “They
change lives.”

Project:HOMES

Another Richmond-based nonprofit,
Project:HOMES, has been “improving
lives by improving homes” since it was
founded in 1992.
With teams of both volunteers and
See VOLUNTEERS, page 5
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Richmond Housing Authority.
With the help of more than 1,500 volunteers, RampsRVA has built almost 600
ramps since that first year, at no cost to the
recipients. A six- to eight-member team
can typically build a ramp and attach it to a
house in three hours.
However, wait time for a ramp can be
several months to a year. For each ramp
the organization builds, three more requests come in.
While installing modular structures is
easier than building from scratch, putting
in a ramp “is a science,” Kocen said, explaining that crew members have to measure to the inch, even the screws and bolts.
The group also refurbishes used ramps.
The ramps, which cost the organization
$3,000 each, are modular, which means
they arrive in sections and must be put together. They are all steel, permeable and
recyclable, and meet Americans with Disability Act (ADA) guidelines.

PHOTO COURTESY OF RAMPSRVA

By Glenda C. Booth
On one of the hottest days of 2021,
Chesterfield resident Susan Stephenson,
who uses a wheelchair, was buoyed by the
sight of 24 volunteers in her front yard.
Despite the weather, which she said was
“hotter than blue blazes,” a crew from the
nonprofit RampsRVA arrived with tools,
dismantled her broken wheelchair ramp
and installed a new one. One volunteer
even mowed her lawn.
“Everyone had a job, and I never heard
one complaint about the heat,” Stephenson
said. “It was a very emotional day.”
The ramp “is a godsend,” said Stephenson, who can now go outside for fresh air
and to talk with neighbors. “It’s my legs
and my independence.”
RampsRVA installs free modular wheelchair ramps for homes in Richmond and
Henrico and Chesterfield counties. With a
ramp, people can more easily get to their
mailbox, medical appointments, church
and other places and reconnect with
friends and their community.
One recipient, a woman who had been
confined at home for a year, rode jubilantly
around the neighborhood in her wheelchair after RampsRVA installed her ramp.
“Seeing someone coming down a ramp
the first time brings tears to the eyes — to
the person in the wheelchair, to the family,
and to the volunteers who built it,” said Scott
Kocen, executive director of RampsRVA.
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YOU ARE WHAT YOU EAT
A healthy gut impacts our happiness,
immunity and overall health
CURB SUGAR CRAVINGS
To control a sweet tooth, drink water, limit
processed carbs and sip peppermint tea
SUBZERO HEROES
Surprisingly, many foods retain more nutrients when frozen than bought fresh
STROKE FACTS
You can significantly lower your risk of a
stroke if you exercise and quit smoking

Half of cancer experiments not replicable
By Carla K. Johnson
Eight years ago, a team of researchers
launched a project to carefully repeat early
but influential lab experiments in cancer
research.
They recreated 50 experiments, the
type of preliminary research with mice
and test tubes that sets the stage for new
cancer drugs. The results reported in December: About half the scientific claims
didn’t hold up.
“The truth is we fool ourselves. Most of
what we claim is novel or significant is no
such thing,” said Dr. Vinay Prasad, a cancer doctor and researcher at the University of California, San Francisco, who was
not involved in the project.
It’s a pillar of science that the strongest
findings come from experiments that can
be repeated with similar results.
In reality, there’s little incentive for researchers to share methods and data so
others can verify the work, said Marcia
McNutt, president of the National Academy of Sciences. Researchers lose prestige
if their results don’t hold up to scrutiny,
she said.
And there are built-in rewards for publishing discoveries.
But for cancer patients, it can raise false

hopes to read headlines of a mouse study
that seems to promise a cure “just around
the corner,” Prasad said. “Progress in cancer is always slower than we hope.”

Current treatments not affected

The new study reflects on shortcomings
early in the scientific process, not with established treatments. By the time cancer
drugs reach the market, they’ve been tested rigorously in large numbers of people
to make sure they are safe and they work.
For the project, the researchers tried to
repeat experiments from cancer biology
papers published from 2010 to 2012 in
major journals such as Cell, Science and
Nature.
Overall, 54% of the original findings
failed to measure up to statistical criteria
set ahead of time by the Reproducibility
Project, according to the team’s study published online by eLife. (The nonprofit eLife
receives funding from the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute, which also supports the
Associated Press Health and Science Department.)
Among the studies that did not hold up
was one that found a certain gut bacteria
was tied to colon cancer in humans. Another was for a type of drug that shrunk breast

tumors in mice. A third was a mouse study
of a potential prostate cancer drug.
A co-author of the prostate cancer study
said the research done at Sanford Burnham Prebys research institute has held up
to other scrutiny.
“There’s plenty of reproduction in the
[scientific] literature of our results,” said
Erkki Ruoslahti, who started a company
now running human trials on the same
compound for metastatic pancreatic cancer.
This is the second major analysis by the
Reproducibility Project. In 2015, they
found similar problems when they tried to
repeat experiments in psychology.
Study co-author Brian Nosek of the Center for Open Science said it can be wasteful
to plow ahead without first doing the work
to repeat findings.
“We start a clinical trial, or we spin up a
startup company, or we trumpet to the
world ‘We have a solution’ before we’ve
done the follow-on work to verify it,”
Nosek said.

Lack of cooperation a problem

The researchers tried to minimize differences in how the cancer experiments
were conducted. Often, they couldn’t get

help from the scientists who did the original work when they had questions about
which strain of mice to use or where to
find specially engineered tumor cells.
“I wasn’t surprised, but it is concerning
that about a third of scientists were not
helpful, and, in some cases, were beyond
not helpful,” said Michael Lauer, deputy director of extramural research at the National Institutes of Health.
NIH will try to improve data sharing
among scientists by requiring it of grantfunded institutions in 2023, Lauer said.
“Science, when it’s done right, can yield
amazing things,” Lauer said.
For now, skepticism regarding novel findings is the right approach, said Dr. Glenn
Begley, a biotechnology consultant and former head of cancer research at drugmaker
Amgen. A decade ago, he and other inhouse scientists at Amgen reported even
lower rates of confirmation when they tried
to repeat published cancer experiments.
Cancer research is difficult, Begley said,
and “it is very easy for researchers to be
attracted to results that look exciting and
provocative, results that appear to further
support their favorite idea as to how cancer should work, but that are just wrong.”
—AP

Eating healthy? A diet can be ‘too clean’
By Matthew Kadey
We’ve all heard the term “clean eating”
and how it’s supposed to give us pictureperfect health. For good health, there is
obviously nothing wrong with striving to
eat fewer processed foods and cooking
from scratch more often.
But for some people, the quest to clean
up their diet can veer into a problematic
preoccupation with what they are putting
on their plate.
In a disordered eating condition referred to as orthorexia nervosa, there is a
preoccupation with eating healthy and only
consuming foods someone considers to be
clean, according to Alexis Conason, PsyD,
a New York-based clinical psychologist and
author of The Diet-Free Revolution.
“Rigid food rules are a hallmark of orthorexia that can become all-consuming
and where you have a life that maintaining healthy eating is ever ything,” she
said.

Obsessing over food isn’t good

What starts out as a worthy desire to kick
a sugar habit or reduce the intake of packaged foods can morph into an unhealthy obsession to rid one’s diet of anything with
sweeteners or other ingredients considered
to be lacking in nutritional value.
Gradually, eating can become more restrictive to the point where any foods
deemed unhealthy or toxic are eliminated.
People may only consider eating foods
with the highest nutritional value and
healthiest cooking methods.
For example, someone may eat only
grass-fed, organic, non-GMO, low-carb,
low-sodium and non-dairy foods. If they
deem the food available to be unhealthy,
they may forgo eating.
Eliminating food groups is pretty common with orthorexia. And this can leave
someone unknowingly setting themselves
up for nutritional deficiencies. Over time,
nutritional shortfalls can adversely affect

cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, neurological and endocrine health.

Mental health issues can arise

While an individual begins with good intentions, over time this unhealthy fixation
on spick-and-span eating can have unintended physical and psychological consequences.
“Avoiding parties and eating at restaurants with friends and family because you
are worried about the healthfulness of the
food available can leave you being socially
isolated,” Conason said.
A clean eating obsession can also cause
someone to be preachy about diet and
judgmental toward those who don’t follow
their narrow definition of healthful eating,
sometimes leading to strained relations
with friends and loved ones.
Conason cautions that, when self-esteem is so strongly intertwined with food
choices, depression, self-loathing and anxi-

ety can become common mental health
outcomes of orthorexia.
While orthorexia doesn’t have an official psychiatric diagnosis like other eating
disorders such as bulimia, Conason notes
that it’s gaining recognition as a form of
disordered eating in the field.
While there is a lack of hard science regarding the prevalence of orthorexia,
many experts believe that cases have been
steadily rising among both women and
men.

Social media and ads promote

The rise of social media likely has
played a role. Seeing people you follow
flaunting their green smoothies and Buddha bowls as part of restrictive diets can
leave you feeling inadequate when dinner
ends up being takeout pizza.
A report in the journal Eating and
See TOO CLEAN, page 5
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Too clean
From page 4

Weight Disorders suggests that people
who have an Instagram feed dominated by
imagery of beautiful, clean foods are at a
greater risk for obsessive eating patterns,
including orthorexia.
“These outlets can elicit comparisons
where you think you need to eat like the
people you follow to look like them,” Cona-

From page 3

professionals, Project:HOMES does homesafety repairs, installs water-saving toilets,
railings and grab bars, and bolsters energy
efficiency with insulation and solar panels.
They even build new, affordable houses
and renovate dilapidated ones.
The organization sees high-quality affordable homes, home repairs, better accessibility, and energy and water efficiency
as ways to enhance the quality of life.
These upgrades also enable people to gain
wealth as home values rise.
And in 2019, the group started a mobile
home repair program funded by the city of
Richmond and Chesterfield County to
make mobile homes safer and warmer.
“Project:HOMES impacted the lives of
8,237 Virginians this year with improvements for 3,798 homes and the sale of 23 af-

thorexia may not carry the stigma of other
eating disorders, such as anorexia and
binge-eating. That means the condition
can hide in plain sight, under the guise of
healthy eating and good health.
In the end, if someone suspects clean
eating food rules have gotten in the way of
gleaning any joy out of life, it’s probably
time to talk to someone.
“Speak to a licensed therapist who specializes in eating disorders or seek help at

fordable homes,” according to its website.

The Homebuilders Association of
Virginia gave the group an Innovation
Project of the Year accolade in 2020 for
the solar homes. In 2019, Historic Richmond awarded Project:HOMES a Golden Hammer Award for excellence in
neighborhood revitalization.
Project:HOMES also partnered with
Virginia Housing to bring shipping-container homes to the Blackwell neighborhood in 2019, and manufactured
modular homes to the Richmond area.
Bonnie Newton loves her manufactured home. “It’s the size of a trailer,”
she said, “but it’s like a mansion to me.”
For more information, visit rampsbystudents.org and ProjectHomes.org.

Solar Row in Carver

Muralist James Thornhill lives in one of
the organization’s seven solar-powered
homes in Richmond’s Carver neighborhood, just blocks from Jackson Ward,
where he grew up. (Thornhill has painted
many murals around the city and was featured on the cover of Fifty Plus in February 2018.)
“It’s just right for me,” he said of the
1,200-square-foot house he bought for
$185,000 on “Solar Row,” as it’s called.
A retiree, Thornhill is relieved to be
largely free of the maintenance usually required for older homes. His rooftop solar
panels reduce his electricity bills, and he
can display his art on the walls for clients
who visit his home studio. Added assets
are the tomatoes, cucumbers, melons and
herbs that he grows in his back yard.

an eating disorder treatment center,”
Conason recommended.
Soon a person may once again fret a lot
less when enjoying a slice of chocolate
cake with friends and family.
Reprinted with permission from Environmental Nutrition, a monthly publication of Belvoir Media Group, LLC, 1-800829-5384, EnvironmentalNutrition.com.
© 2021 Belvoir Media Group. Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC.

PHOTO COURTESY OF PROJECT:HOMES

Volunteers

son explains.
It also doesn’t help that marketing
terms we see every day on food labels that
we’ve come to associate with healthy eating — such as “natural” and “pure” — are
ambiguous enough to fit into our subjective definitions and ideals.
“With orthorexia, people can have different beliefs of what healthy food is,”
Conason said.
Notably, research also suggests that or-

James Thornhill, pictured on his porch
on Leigh Street, lives in a solar-powered house built by Project:HOMES.

Tuckahoe Pines
A Happier New Year.
This year, resolve to live your best retirement life by treating yourself
or your loved ones to all-inclusive independent retirement living!
Give a toast to independent resort-style living with amenities and
services like our Freedom Dining program, weekly housekeeping,
a robust social calendar, health and wellness programs, and more!

All-Inclusive Services
 Live-In Managers!
 Month to Month Rent
 Signature Freedom Dining
Program
 3 Fresh Chef-Prepared Meals
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 Utilities, TV, Internet &
Telephone

 24-Hour Concierge &
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 24-Emergency Alert
System
 Robust Social Calendar
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12330 Patterson Ave
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Our guts and brains connect many ways
By Carrie Dennett
Traditionally, Western science has treated
the mind and the body as separate entities.
But the flood of research on gut microbiota, and our understanding of the role
our body’s microbes play in physical
health, is also having an impact on how we
understand mental and cognitive health.
The research has also increased interest
in learning how nurturing a diverse gut
microbiota can help us be both healthier
and happier.
Scientists have known for years about the
gut-brain axis, the two-way communication
between the central nervous system (CNS)
and the enteric nervous system (ENS).
The CNS has about 100 billion neurons
(nerve cells) that communicate with other
neurons. The ENS, which covers the entire gastrointestinal tract, has about 500
million neurons, so the gut-brain axis links

your brain’s emotional and cognitive centers with your intestinal functions.
The vagus nerve is one of the biggest
nerves connecting your gut and your
brain, also sending signals in both directions. This two-way connection is clear
when we become aware of digestive pain
or distress, when we have “a gut feeling,”
or when stress or anger causes our stomach to “be tied up in knots.”
A more recent twist in our knowledge of
the gut-brain connection is the concept of a
microbiome-gut-brain axis. Research suggests that our gut microbes interact directly not just with our intestinal cells and the
ENS, but also with the CNS.

Diet linked to anxiety, depression

Both human and animal studies have
demonstrated that consuming probiotics
(beneficial microbes) from supplements or

M A R K YO U R C A L E N D A R
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FOR DEMENTIA CAREGIVERS
Every month, Teepa Snow and the Positive Approach to Care

team offer free problem-solving webinars for family caregivers, professionals and
people living with dementia. The next program takes place Wed., Feb. 2 at 7 p.m.
on their Facebook page. For more information, visit bit.ly/ProblemSolvingPAC.

food can reduce inflammation, anxiety and
signs of distress.
A 2013 study randomized 36 healthy
women to one of three groups: probiotic
yogurt, non-fermented milk product with
no probiotics, or no yogurt or milk products. After four weeks of twice-daily consumption, brain scans indicated that the
women who ate the probiotic-rich yogurt
had less of a negative emotional response
when shown photos of people who were
angry, sad or fearful.
Prebiotic fiber, which feeds gut bacteria,
may also influence mental health. Research from the Women’s Health Initiative
found that a diet high in refined carbohydrates increased the risk of depression in
postmenopausal women. That study found
that a diet high in fiber from whole grains,
vegetables and whole fruit was associated
with a lower risk of depression.
Many people with irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), which is now considered to
be a disorder of the gut-brain interaction,
also have increased levels of anxiety and depression symptoms, and about 60% of IBS
sufferers report that their first symptoms
coincided with increased stress levels.
Many people with IBS experience “visceral hypersensitivity” — in other words,
their perception of pain or discomfort in
the intestines is more heightened than

normal. People with severe IBS symptoms
are likely to exhibit alterations to their gut
microbiota, whereas people with mild
symptoms are not.

Microbial diversity and brain
health

Normal development of the gut microbiota is necessary to support normal brain
development shortly after birth and may
have long-lasting effects on behavior and
cognitive function. There is growing evidence that the origins of schizophrenia
and other psychiatric illnesses may lie in
early brain development.
A sparse microbiota early in life may be
associated with an increased risk of anxiety,
autism and IBS, while a sparse microbiota
later in life is associated with Alzheimer’s
and Parkinson’s disease.
It is also noteworthy that an altered gut
microbiome likely plays a central role in
the onset of celiac disease, which can produce neurological symptoms such as loss
of coordination, headache and cognitive
dysfunction.
The microbiota can also trigger production of several neurotransmitters, including serotonin, 95% of which is produced in
the gut. Bacteria in the large intestine ferments dietary fiber to produce short-chain
fatty acids, which may improve cognitive
function in various neurological diseases.

More research needed

Saunders Roofing
Company Inc.
Quality and Service Since 1942
2

“Saunders Rooﬁng is top notch;
ultimate service and professionalism.
We have been a longtime customer
and will continue to trust them with
our roof work.”
— Ed Farren

Certiﬁed • Insured • Class A Contractor

Specializing in Shingle Roofs
Please call (804) 353-9919 to schedule
a free estimate

www.SaundersRoofing.com

Research supports the role of gut bacteria in brain development and function, but
most of this research has been done on animals.
Information from human studies is limited for several reasons, including the increased complexity of studying the human
microbiome, broader variations in the
human diet, environmental influences, genetic variation, and the difficulty of measuring subtle changes in human emotional
and cognitive function.
More research needs to be done to understand the microbiota-gut-brain axis so
that scientists can develop therapeutic
strategies.
Despite the interest in probiotics, it’s
not yet clear how specific strains of bacteria or combinations of strains might be
used therapeutically to target certain
health conditions or neurological issues.
Until then, a diet rich in whole plant
foods, with the addition of probiotic-rich
fermented foods, is a good bet for supporting both physical and mental health.
The bottom line is that our diets do influence the composition and health of our
gut microbiota, and eating a diet rich in different types and sources of fiber will help
support healthy microbial diversity.
Reprinted with permission from Environmental Nutrition, a monthly publication of Belvoir Media Group, LLC, 1-800829-5384, EnvironmentalNutrition.com.
© 2021 Belvoir Media Group. Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC.
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Strategies to stop sugar cravings now
2. Add cinnamon.
I feel like in winter I go into hibernation
Cinnamon has a well-known ability to
mode: I put on weight and just crawl into
help your insulin and blood
bed earlier than I should.
sugar levels, which in turn, reDo you feel that way when
duces cravings. Sprinkle it on
it gets dark at 5 p.m.? Do you
some green apple slices,
want to eat whenever you
sweet potatoes, Greek yogurt
watch the news or a scary
or coffee.
movie? It happens to all of us;
3. Minimize grains.
you’re not alone.
This is a hard one, but you
If your cravings have incan do it. If you eat a lot of
creased due to going overbread, rolls or buns, please reboard on holiday treats, or
duce that. These are lacking in
even from stress and the curDEAR
fiber, and they provide empty
rent early darkness of winter,
PHARMACIST
calories that spike your blood
then read on because I have
By Suzy Cohen
sugar, which then later crashsome simple, natural solues.
tions that you can try. And I
I suddenly see in my mind’s eye a
want to emphasize that this is very impormouth-watering foot-long sub, but that is a
tant to your immune system.
Curb the crave and start today. Trying heavy carb hit for me.
What’s needed is a change in ratios. Inthe following five things is the first and
only commitment you have to make today. stead, I order a wrap or make it an open-face
You can always revise the plan, have a little sandwich and toss the top bun. Effective!
4. Try gymnema sylvestre.
donut, and then get back on track!
This plant has been studied extensively
1. Drink something instead.
Take notice of how many times you go and is able to help support regeneration of
pancreatic cells that have the job of lowerto the fridge and open the door.
The next time you do that, open the ing your blood sugar. The more of those
freezer instead and get some ice cubes. pancreatic islet cells the better, and unforPut them in a glass of water, or iced tea, tunately, those get destroyed sometimes
and drink instead of eating! This also hy- for people with an autoimmune condition.
[Ed. Note: WebMD.com lists several
drates you and reduces your risk of
drugs gymnema interacts with and advises
headache.

caution to those taking them.]
5. Take a whiff of peppermint.
Peppermint is known to reduce cravings. You could drink some herbal peppermint tea with your meal (or right before)
and see if that helps you to reduce portions. Also, you could sniff the essential oil.
I have the same love of sugar as you. We
would die without consuming some type of
glucose, but that is different from consuming carbs and sugar all day.

I have a longer, extended version of this
article, which you can receive by subscribing to my free newsletter at
suzycohen.com.
This information is opinion only. It is
not intended to treat, cure or diagnose
your condition. Consult with your doctor
before using any new drug or supplement.
Suzy Cohen is a registered pharmacist
and author of The 24-Hour Pharmacist
and Real Solutions from Head to Toe.
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Feb. 18+

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR MUSEUM SYMPOSIUM

The annual American Civil War Museum Symposium will be held
in Richmond at Historic Tredegar. Events will take place Fri., Feb.
18 from 5:30 to 7 p.m. and Sat., Feb. 19 from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tickets cost
$56.20 for members, $81.20 for nonmembers, and $31.20 for teachers. For more
information, visit bit.ly/SymposiumCivilWar.

Jan. 26

ONLINE CAREER SUMMIT

Trying to find a new job in the new year? Attend an online career
summit hosted by AARP on Wed., Jan. 26 from 1 to 4 p.m. To
learn more and register, visit bit.ly/VirtualCareerSummit. Email
aarpprograms@aarp.org with questions.

Jan. 27

ARCHAEOLOGY SYMPOSIUM

The Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History presents a
free virtual panel discussion with six archaeologists who have disabilities. The symposium, titled Accessing Archaeology: A
Conversation on Equity and Ethics, takes place Thurs., Jan. 27 from 12 to 1:30
p.m. For more information or to register, visit s.si.edu/3qtazOn.

M A R K YO U R C A L E N D A R

Jan. 18

ALTERNATIVE VITAL RECORDS

Learn how to use alternative vital records to discover your family’s
history. This workshop, presented by the Mount Vernon
Genealogical Society, takes place via Zoom on Tues., Jan. 18 from 1 to 3 p.m.
Members will receive an email with registration instructions before the meeting.
Nonmembers can attend one free meeting each year and should email contactus@mvgeneaology.org to register. For more information, visit bit.ly/MVGSRecords.

Affordable Dental Solutions

Now
Accepting

Medicaid
We are In-Network for these insurance plans:

United Healthcare Medicare
AARP Complete Medicare
United Healthcare PPO
Medicaid • NEW Most Humana Medicare
Uninsured? No worries: we offer discounts to the uninsured!

Affordable Dental Solutions
30 Courthouse Rd. • Chesterfield, VA 23236

Call 804-794-2026 to make an appointment today.
Gentle, friendly and affordable services!

(One Mile from Chesterfield Towne Center
Visit our website at www.affordabledentalsolutionsva.com
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Frozen vegetables, fruit are good choices
By Matthew Kadey
Nearly every health expert will be quick
to tell you that it’s a good idea to load up
your shopping cart with more vegetables
and fruits. Their unique nutritional stew of
fiber, antioxidants, vitamins and minerals
is key to lasting health.
But sometimes fresh options in the produce aisle don’t look so fresh and are expensive, especially when out of season locally.
That’s when it’s time to head to the frozen
food department for the unsung subzero heroes of the supermarket.
There’s a common misconception that
frozen fruits and veggies are not as
healthy as their fresh counterparts, but
New York City dietitian Deborah MalkoffCohen said this is not necessarily true.
“Fruits and vegetables are picked when
they are at their peak ripeness and flashfrozen to retain all of their nutrients, antioxidants and flavor,” she said. And this occurs
shortly after harvesting, so think of the
process as Mother Nature’s pause button.
Many vegetables undergo blanching in
hot water for a short time before freezing
to inactivate enzymes that degrade color,
smell, flavor and nutritional value. As a result, some items like green peas and peaches retain a much more appetizing, vibrant
color when frozen than when canned.
Contrast this with fresh out-of-season

produce fated for long-haul shipping. These
are generally picked before ripe and, in
turn, fall short of their full nutritive and flavor potential. Plus, long-haul transport from
farm to fork and lengthy storage times can
further degrade nutrition and taste.
To this point, an analysis of frozen and
fresh-stored fruits and vegetables published in the Journal of Food Composition
and Analysis found that in many cases,
items like broccoli, green beans, corn and
blueberries retained higher levels of vitamin C, beta-carotene and folate when in
frozen form compared to fresh, as these nutrients are diminished during days of refrigerator storage.
Cup for cup, Malkoff-Cohen called out
frozen spinach for having notably higher
amounts of fiber, iron, folate and calcium
than its fresh counterpart.
Overall, a study in the journal Nutrients
shows that people who sneak more frozen
fruits and vegetables into their diets take
in higher amounts of must-have nutrients
like fiber, calcium and potassium.
Still, Malkoff-Cohen recommended opting for fresh produce when it is in season,
especially if items are locally grown or
come from a nearby farm stand. “For some
dishes like stir-fries and salads, sometimes
you just want the crunchy texture of
fresh.”

Easy way to eat healthy

Busy schedules can make it a challenge to
prep and cook fresh produce all of the time.
Buying frozen veggies and fruit — which are
often already chopped, pitted or peeled —
can make healthy eating more convenient.
Simply toss a few cups of frozen broccoli
into a soup, stir some cherries into oatmeal,
toss thawed corn into a bean salad, and whip
up a smoothie with frozen mango.
With a quick heat in the microwave, prechopped frozen vegetable mixes can be
your answer to an ultra-quick side-dish.
“The variety of fruits and vegetables you
eat can increase tremendously when you
add in frozen types,” said Malkoff-Cohen.
And that is a pathway to eating a more nutritionally diverse diet.

Boiling can reduce nutrients

But preparation matters when it comes
to the nutrition on your plate. Boiling runs
the risk of leeching out water-soluble nutrients like vitamin C and folate.
Malkoff-Cohen suggested steaming, microwaving, roasting and stir-frying as less
destructive cooking methods.
If you’re looking to cut back on food
waste and its added cost to you and the environment, by buying frozen you don’t
have to worry about eating your raspberries before white fuzz takes over. Space

permitting, you can buy a lot more frozen
veggies and fruits well in advance and use
them in the weeks to come.
And these days there are more exciting
options than ever, ranging from deep
freeze dragon fruit to jazz up your next
smoothie to frozen cauliflower “rice” that
replaces a starch with a low-calorie veggie.

Securing your frozen assets

Choose bags of frozen fruits and vegetables where you can feel the individual contents. A bag that feels like a block of ice
has been partially thawed and refrozen,
which degrades quality.
Steer clear of frozen fruits and vegetables with added sweeteners, salt or mysterious sauces. “You just want to see fruits or
vegetables in the ingredient list,” MalkoffCohen said.
Stored in a zero-degree freezer, frozen
fruits and vegetables have a shelf-life of
about one year before their flavor, texture
and nutrients suffer. Once the food has
been opened, store extras in an air-tight
bag so they don’t get freezer burn.
Reprinted with permission from Environmental Nutrition, a monthly publication of Belvoir Media Group, LLC, 1-800829-5384, EnvironmentalNutrition.com.
© Belvoir Media Group. Distributed by
Tribune Content Agency, LLC.

Are You A Veteran?
+

Sitter & Barfoot Veterans Care Center is a Long-Term Care & Short-Term Rehab
Facility that opened in January 2008. This facility was built specifically for
our Virginia Veterans. Located conveniently on the campus of the McGuire
VA Medical Center in Richmond, Virginia, this state-of-the-art
facility is owned and operated by the Virginia Department
of Veterans Services.

Beat the Winter Blues
at St. Mary’s Woods!
Instead of icy trips to the grocery store, dine with new
friends. Stay engaged and enjoy your favorite hobbies
while discovering new interests—with neighbors that
quickly become like family. And, have peace of mind
knowing that licensed nurses are available day and night.
Leave your cold-weather worries behind when you
join the St. Mary’s Woods family. Call today!

804.741.8624
stmaryswoods.com
1257 Marywood Lane
INDEPENDENT & ASSISTED LIVING

Richmond, VA 23229

Coordinated Services Management, Inc. Professional Management of Retirement Communities since 1981.
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Swallowing, nerve pain issues addressed
By Howard LeWine, M.D.
Q: I recently began having a problem swallowing foods. What could this
be? It is really starting to bother me.
A: Swallowing difficulty (doctors call it
dysphagia) can happen for a variety of reasons. It is not always caused by a serious
medical problem, but it is always a problem that needs to be sorted out.
Dysphagia is an urgent problem if you
are losing weight or if you are coughing or
choking after eating. If that’s the case, call
your doctor immediately.
Sometimes swallowing difficulty can be
a side effect of a medicine. Several medications (particularly those used to treat psychiatric symptoms) can interfere with your
mouth and throat muscle coordination.
Some medicines also cause significant
dryness of the mouth, which can contribute to swallowing difficulty.
This symptom could also come from inflammation or scarring (also called a stricture) in the esophagus. These problems
usually come from acid reflux or from pills
that are causing irritation in the esophagus.
A stroke, Parkinson’s disease or other
less common neurologic illnesses that affect the function of muscles or nerves can
also cause swallowing problems.
Sometimes a feeling of a lump in the
throat can interfere with swallowing. This

can happen if you have acid reflux, but it may
also be a symptom of anxiety. (It’s possible
for a lump to be caused by cancer, but that’s
very unlikely without other symptoms.)
You should schedule a visit with your
doctor so that all of these possibilities can
be considered. Tests that your healthcare
provider might recommend include:
—A video swallowing study. This test
uses an X-ray technique called fluoroscopy
to videotape your swallowing while you consume samples of foods or drink.
—Esophagogastroduodenoscopy
(EGD). EGD allows your doctor to view
the esophagus, stomach and duodenum
(the first part of the small intestine). For
the test, a camera on a flexible, narrow
cord is inserted down your throat.
—Barium swallow. For this X-ray test, you
swallow a liquid that shows up on X-rays, so
your doctor can view your esophagus.
—Laryngoscopy. This test allows your
doctor to see your larynx. For the test, a
camera on a flexible, narrow rod is inserted into your nose or mouth.
Q: I have persistent pain on the left
side of my body just below my rib
cage. It feels like it starts in the back
and wraps around to the front.
I had an abdominal CT scan, which
didn’t show anything that might cause
the pain. What else might cause this

and what can be done about it?
A: What you describe is actually quite
common. It sounds like your pain might
be coming from one of the nerves leaving the spine.
These spinal nerves wrap around from
the center of your back to the sides of your
body. Doctors call this type of nerve pain
radiculopathy, or spinal nerve root pain.
The pain can be very severe. In addition, nerve pain often has a very irritating

quality that can be even more uncomfortable than pain due to other causes.
Treating persistent nerve pain can be
frustrating. There is no best approach.
Finding the right therapies and medications to control persistent pain is a
process of trial and error.
The goal is to find the most effective
combination with the least amount of side
See Q & A, page 11
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Feb. 11+

A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM
A Broken Leg Theatre presents “A Midsummer Night’s Dream” at

the Perkinson Center for the Arts during the weekends of Feb. 11 and Feb. 18.
Performances take place at 7 p.m. on Friday and Saturday nights and 3 p.m. on
Sundays. Tickets cost $13 for seniors. For more information and to purchase tickets, visit perkinsoncenter.org/performances. Call (804) 748-5555 with questions.

Jan. 19

INFRARED MARS
As part of its lunch break science program, the Science Museum
of Virginia hosts a Zoom lecture with Ari H. D. Koeppel about what

infrared cameras tell us about Mars and its habitability. The event, which is free
and open to the public, takes place Wed., Jan. 19 from 12 to 12:45 p.m.
Registration is required. For more information, visit bit.ly/InfraredMars or call
(804) 864-1400.
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Understanding and reducing stroke risk
By Family Features
Strokes, the second-leading cause of
death globally, affect millions of people
each year. A stroke can cause lasting disability and unimaginable pain for those impacted and their loved ones.
This year, 14.5 million people globally
will have a stroke and 5.5 million people
will die as a result, according to the World
Stroke Organization.
Learn how to reduce your risk for
stroke, how to identify the signs and symp-

toms, and why timely response and treatment are critical.

What raises risk?

A stroke occurs when a blood vessel
that carries oxygen and nutrients to the
brain is either blocked by a clot (ischemic
stroke) or bursts (hemorrhagic stroke).
When either of these happen, part of the
brain cannot get the blood and oxygen it
needs, causing brain cells to die.
While strokes can be devastating and

M A R K YO U R C A L E N D A R

Feb. 18+

RVA ENVIRONMENTAL FILM FESTIVAL

The RVA Environmental Film Festival begins Feb. 18 with films
that are free and open to the public. Visit bit.ly/RVAEFF22 for a
list of films, locations and registration links.

Ongoing

GARDENING HELP DESK

Have a question about gardening? The Virginia Cooperative extension and the Richmond Public Library have a master gardener virtual help desk, where you can submit questions and read answers
to other questions. Visit rvalibrary.org/master-gardener.

Feb. 11+

CRAFT MARKETPLACE

Celebrate all things handmade while shopping from the 350+
artists selling their wares on American Craft Made’s online store
through Feb. 20. For more information, visit
bit.ly/AmericanCraftMade.

deadly, up to 90% are preventable. By managing conditions like high blood pressure, diabetes, obesity and atrial fibrillation (AFib);
ceasing smoking; eating a healthy diet; getting regular exercise; and taking all prescribed medications, you can decrease your
risk.
Treating AFib, an irregular heart
rhythm disorder, is particularly important,
as it is associated with a five-fold increased
risk of ischemic stroke.

Signs and symptoms

When a stroke occurs, acting F.A.S.T. can
help you get timely treatment needed to survive. That is to say, if you recognize the
signs and symptoms of a stroke — Face
weakness, Arm weakness and Speech slurring — it’s Time to call for help.
While F.A.S.T. is a commonly used
acronym to identify the signs of stroke, it
is important to understand the relationship between a stroke and the time it takes
to receive care.

Time is of the essence

When brain cells die, brain function is
lost. In fact, 1.9 million brain cells are lost
every minute someone is having a stroke.
Quickly identifying signs of a stroke and
seeking immediate treatment can save your
life or reduce long-term disability. Reducing

the amount of time between the onset of
stroke and treatment can make a difference
in how well your brain, arms, legs, speech
and thinking are able to recover.
“Stroke can be a deadly and devastating
neurological event,” said Mark Dickinson,
worldwide president of Cerenovus, a division of Johnson & Johnson that offers a
broad portfolio of devices used in the endovascular treatment of stroke. [Ed. Note:
Cerenovus sponsored this article.]
“Yet when care and treatment is sought
in a timely way, the chances of survival and
recovery can increase significantly,” Dickinson said.

Treatment options

Seeking treatment for stroke immediately means you have more treatment options available to you, such as being eligible to receive tissue plasminogen activator
or mechanical thrombectomy (MT) for ischemic stroke, the most common type of
stroke. MT, a minimally invasive blood clot
retrieval procedure, helps improve the
chances you’ll survive an ischemic stroke
and make a full recovery.
Treatment options for hemorrhagic
stroke include surgery to remove, repair
or clip a ruptured aneurysm.
To learn more about stroke, or find a
doctor near you, visit bit.ly/strokestroke.
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Healthy diet, lifestyle
can prevent strokes
By Densie Webb
Studies show you can reduce your
stroke risk by 80% by eating a healthful
diet and making healthy lifestyle changes.
The risk for stroke increases with age,
the incidence doubling with each decade
after the age of 45. More than 70% of all
strokes occur after the age of 65. Making
healthy choices becomes even more important with each year that passes.
In the U.S. Health Professionals study
and the Nurses’ Health Study, poor
lifestyle choices accounted for more
than half of all strokes.
Study participants who adhered to the
five pillars of stroke prevention — did
not smoke, had a body mass index of
less than 25, took part in at least 30 minutes a day of moderate activity, consumed alcohol in moderation or not at
all, and scored within the top 40% of a
healthy diet score — had an 80% lower
risk of stroke compared with participants who followed none of those
healthy diet and lifestyle measures.
An analysis of 13 studies found that
following a Mediterranean-style diet
alone — characterized by high amounts
of olive oil, nuts, fruits, vegetables and
cereal; moderate amounts of fish and

poultry; low consumption of dairy products, red and processed meat, and
sweets; and low to moderate consumption of wine — was associated with a 30%
reduced risk of having a stroke.
Diet can reduce the risk of stroke in a
variety of ways, including helping to lower
blood pressure, lowering blood cholesterol
and triglycerides (compounds that may
clog arteries), preventing blood clots from
forming, reducing inflammation, helping
to regulate blood sugar, increasing the
“good” bacteria in the colon, and aiding in
weight management.
Diet is a critical part of stroke prevention, regardless of age. Pairing a healthy
and balanced diet with the four other pillars of stroke prevention can significantly
reduce your risk and protect your health
against other disease conditions as well.
According to the American Stroke Association, one in four stroke survivors will
have a second stroke. Because the risk of
having a second stroke is high, following a
healthy diet and lifestyle is the best approach for protecting your future health.
Reprinted with permission from Environmental Nutrition.
© 2021 Belvoir Media Group. Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC.

Q&A
From page 9

effects, while keeping costs low.
When cost is an issue, I usually suggest a combination of a generic nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID)
and a low dose of one of the tricyclic antidepressants, such as amitriptyline.
If you cannot take NSAIDs because of
an allergy, kidney problems, gastritis or
peptic ulcer disease, generic acetaminophen can also be combined with a tricyclic.
Of the NSAIDs, naproxen tends to be
my first choice for chronic pain because
you only need to take it twice per day.
Ibuprofen is just as effective.
When I prescribe a tricyclic antidepressant for pain, patients often tell me,
“But I’m not depressed.” Today, tricyclics are used more for treatment of
chronic pain, especially persistent nerve
pain. Examples include amitriptyline,

11

nortriptyline, desipramine and doxepin.
I recommend starting with a very low
dose, such as 10 milligrams of amitriptyline at night. These drugs can be very
sedating, so increase the dose gradually.
Unlike NSAIDs and acetaminophen,
you won’t get the pain relief right away
from the tricyclic. It may take a few
weeks to work.
You can also try topical lidocaine or
capsaicin applied to the skin.
Other medications you can discuss with
your doctor include duloxetine (Cymbalta), gabapentin or pregabalin (Lyrica).
Also, relaxation techniques and mindful meditation can be helpful for anyone
with chronic pain.
Howard LeWine, M.D., is an internist at
Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston
and assistant professor at Harvard Medical
School. For additional consumer health information, visit health.harvard.edu.
© 2021 Harvard University. Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC.
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Feb. 15+

VMHC DOCENT TRAINING
Are you interested in becoming a volunteer docent for the Virginia

Museum of History & Culture? Training sessions take place at the museum for
six Tuesdays beginning Feb. 15 from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Visit
bit.ly/VMHCDocent to learn more. Contact mcreech@virginiahistory.org with any
questions before committing to attend the full training.
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Innovative Comfort Technology

“To you, it’s the perfect lift chair.
To me, it’s the best sleep chair I’ve ever had.”
— J. Fitzgerald, VA

NOW
also available in
Genuine Italian Leather
(as pictured here)

Three Chairs
in One
Sleep/Recline/Lift

ACCREDITED
BUSINESS A+

muscle pain. The overstuffed, oversized biscuit style
back and unique seat design will cradle you in comfort.
Generously filled, wide armrests provide enhanced
arm support when sitting or reclining. It even has
a battery backup in case of a power outage.

You can’t always lie down in bed and sleep.
Heartburn, cardiac problems, hip or back aches –
and dozens of other ailments and worries. Those
are the nights you’d give anything for a comfortable
chair to sleep in: one that reclines to exactly the right
degree, raises your feet and legs just where you want
them, supports your head and shoulders properly, and
operates at the touch of a button.
Our Perfect Sleep Chair® does all that and more.
More than a chair or recliner, it’s designed to provide
total comfort. Choose your preferred heat
and massage settings, for hours of soothing
relaxation. Reading or watching TV? Our chair’s
recline technology allows you to pause the chair in an
infinite number of settings. And best of all, it features
a powerful lift mechanism that tilts the entire chair
forward, making it easy to stand. You’ll love the other
benefits, too. It helps with correct spinal alignment and
promotes back pressure relief, to prevent back and

REMOTE CONTROLLED
EASILY SHIFTS FROM FLAT TO
A STAND-ASSIST POSITION

White glove delivery included in shipping charge.
Professionals will deliver the chair to the exact spot in
your home where you want it, unpack it, inspect it, test
it, position it, and even carry the packaging away! You
get your choice of Genuine Italian Leather, plush and
luxurious Brisa™, stain and liquid repellent DuraLux™
with the classic leather look or plush MicroLux™
microfiber, all handcrafted in a variety of colors to
fit any decor. Call now!

The Perfect Sleep Chair®

1-888-927-0012
Please mention code 116449 when ordering.

Genuine Italian Leather

Chestnut

classic beauty & style

Brisa™

Saddle

Coffee
Bean

plush & durable

Long Lasting DuraLux™

Burgundy

Tan

Chocolate

Blue

MicroLux™ Microﬁber

Burgundy

Cashmere

Chocolate

Indigo

stain & water repellent

breathable & amazingly soft

Because each Perfect Sleep Chair is a made-to-order bedding product it cannot be returned,
but if it arrives damaged or defective, at our option we will repair it or replace it. © 2021 Journey Health and Lifestyle

46592

Now available in a variety
of colors, fabrics and sizes.
Footrest may vary by model
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Interim Director's Message
Angie Phelon, Interim Executive Director
Senior Connections, CAAA
“No matter what our age or condition, there are still untapped possibilities within us and new beauty waiting to be born.” - Dale Turner
We are in the new year. Our conversations are dotted with a recap of
2021 and continuing concerns about the “future” with pandemic news,
still and rightfully so, grabbing headlines. With 300 or more days to go,
2022 resolutions seem either formidable or achievable, based on your
mindset. Truly, much of aging is about mindset—the glass is half-empty or half-full. While the aspirations and dreams for the new year are
usually weighty and made with sincere intentions, achieving them is
centered in our daily approach to life and its blessings and curveballs.
This is where mindfulness comes in. And pardon my pun, but the
concept of mindfulness is having its moment. As we strive to make
sense and purpose of our lives, the particular challenges and obstacles,
celebrations and milestones, I find that this is work. It is not easy to unburden ourselves from learned behaviors and habits and even people
that simply do not fit into our lives anymore. Being sequestered and
careful about our outside contacts and experiences for such a long
time also gave us opportunities to take a long view of who we are.
So what is mindfulness and what does it mean for those of us growing
older? Mindfulness is rather universally described as the mental state
of focusing one’s awareness on the present by calmly inviting and accepting one’s thoughts, feelings, and senses. When we take our time to
reflect on these emotions and the surrounding environment, the goal
is to look at life from the lens of now and to pay attention to what is
occurring in the present moment. Mindfulness can be credited or reducing stress. This practice can include meditation and incorporates
specific breathing techniques to center one’s thoughts and really use it
as a tool for self-exploration. Not needing any special equipment, trips
to a studio or such, you center yourself in a chair, standing or walking.
It is becoming so prevalent that even the famed Mayo Clinic includes
mindfulness on its website and a growing number of medical practitioners of broad specialties are not only embracing it but prescribing it.
In our digital age, I see mindfulness as important to having fulfilling days which lead to a full and rewarding life. While an advocate
for connectedness and technology as a tool for getting and keeping
us communicated, I also see that technology often brings demands—
instant response, sensory surrounds, and constant touchpoints. Being present and contemplative, with practice, continually refreshes
and rebalances us.
Please begin 2022 by being mindful about your health and the health
of the community; this includes getting your COVID-19 vaccine and
booster, and asking those in your household to join you. If age brings
wisdom, the state of mindfulness allows us to celebrate the years and
our maturity. And it lets us fully appreciate each moment now.

Makes a great gift!
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Mindfulness: A
Good Kind of Chill
Gigi Amateau, MSG, PhD
Jay White, MSG, EdD, CDP
We are surviving and thriving as aging adults during challenging times.
Stress seems to be around every corner. The isolation and loneliness we
experience as a result of these stressors does not support our mind, body
or spirit.
Just what is mindfulness? Mindfulness is a type of meditation in which
we focus on being intensely aware
of what we’re sensing and feeling in
the moment, without interpretation
or judgment. Practicing mindfulness
involves breathing methods, guided
imagery, and other practices to relax
the body and mind and help reduce
stress. Studies suggest that practicing mindfulness can: help relieve
stress, support heart health , lower
blood pressure, reduce chronic pain,
improve sleep, and alleviate gastrointestinal difficulties.
Take managing anxiety for example. If we feel anxious, consider
taking an intentional pause. Find a
place where there are few distractions. While breathing slowly and
deeply in through your nose and
out through your mouth, focus on
that feeling of anxiety. And then step
back from it. Picture yourself (this is
where the guided imagery comes in)
putting that feeling of anxiety into a
box. With the anxious feelings compartmentalized, ask yourself about

the source (or sources). Take a mental look at that source, and picture
yourself sending your best energy to
the source. And then check in with
yourself. What does your anxiety
feel like now? And keep in mind your
deep, intentional breathing.
Many of us will ask ourselves, “is
this level of anxiety worthy of my
time and attention?” And the answer
may be yes…but often, we see when
we give ourselves some space and
grace to take a time out while practicing our deep breathing, that our
level of anxiety is related to something else. Maybe too much coffee.
Maybe not enough sleep. Maybe too
many things going on with caregiving responsibilities. But often, we
come out of a mindfulness activity
with the sense that things are better
than we thought…and that it will all
be ok.
Not bad for 10 minutes from of our
day, is it? Join us in the Longevity
Project’s Longevity Center for more
information on how we can inspire
and spark action to support Longevity Equity in our region.
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Cozy up with Healthy Comfort Food
Like your familiar sweater or
favorite pair of pants, only the
most comfortable will do. And
when it comes to comfort food,
there are times that we crave a
big bowl of something warm and
tasty. Unfortunately, too many
encounters with comfort food
can leave those favorite pants a
little too snug, since traditionally,
comfort food is usually brimming
with fat and plenty of empty calories. But here’s a happy thought:
there’s a way to merge comfort
and health—making healthy comfort food that pleases the palate
and is good for you, too. Read on
for an easy way to make a familiar
favorite a better bite.
Soup it up. Steaming bowls
brimming with soup or chili are
easy to convert to healthy comfort foods. If you’re making chili,
cut out half the meat and in place,

add a can of rinsed and drained
kidney beans along with a can
of undrained, diced tomatoes.
atoes.
Also, cooked and diced
leftover sweet potatoes or even butter
nut squash mixes in
perfectly, and makes
for a rich and thick chili.
If creamy soups say com-fort to you, use veggies to
o
fake a sinful texture. Using
sing
your favorite vegetable soup
recipe, add in two extra cups
of veggies (any mixture that
complements your recipe)
cipe)
that you’ve pureed. The result
esult
is a creamy broth—and extra
vegetables.
Since January is National
ional
Slow Cooker Month, it’s
’s the
perfect time to dust off
ff that
excellent but underappreciated
reciated
appliance and get to slow-cook-

A Mindful
Tech Tip
By Matt Bartles
Our cell phones are constantly beeping with notifications. We instinctually look,
fearing it’s urgent, and see that
the distraction is just an advertisement. We try to return to
the conversation, only to find
that the moment has passed.
Electronic devices can distract us from living in the present if they’re unmanaged. We
can ensure that only meaningful notifications make it
through, however. We can be
confident that when our phone
beeps that it deserves our attention:
Set up reminders for medication. You can use the alarm function on your phone or install a

medicine reminder app from a
trusted source. Double-check
that the reminder matches the
prescription label!
Remove undesirable notifications. You can manage them
in the settings menu of your
phone. Turn off notifications
from apps that aren’t essential. You can also use the app’s
built-in settings for more
control.
Uninstall old applications.
Over time, our phones can accumulate apps that go unused.
Many of these apps will clutter
your notifications with advertisements. You can uninstall
these apps in the settings menu.
Take a step toward eliminating an unneeded distraction.

ing! Nothing says comfort food
like a hot soup
or stew straight
s
from
fro the slow cooker.
Your
slow cooker can
Y
also help you make
a
quick work of meal
q
prepping
proteins for
p
busy (or lazy!) days.
A simple internet
search using keywords like “easy
slow cooker recipes”
sl
turn up more mouthcan tu
watering choices than you
wateri
have days
in the week. Pred
fer a hard
copy of a recipe?
h
Check your local library
or bookstore
for plenty of
boo
cookbooks
specializing in
cookbo
slow cooking.
And if you’re
co
worried about having too
many leftovers,
be sure to
le
select a recipe that freezes
well, then portion your creation

into individual containers for the
freezer so you can pull it out for
a healthy meal on a day you don’t
feel like cooking.

Slow Cooker Chicken Breast
Use your slow cooker to make
simple work of preparing shredded chicken you can add to salads,
sandwiches and pasta that you can
enjoy now and freeze for later, too!
• 1.5 pounds boneless, skinless
chicken breasts (about two large)
• ½ cup chicken broth
• Spices of choice (garlic powder, pepper, Italian seasoning, paprika are especially good)
Place chicken in slow cooker and
pour in broth. Add seasonings as
you wish and cook for 4-6 hours
on low. When it’s done, shred with
two forks and use now or portion
into freezer bags to freeze (best
for about a month) and use later.

Medicare Advantage
Open Enrollment
Period Happening Now
Are you happy with your current Medicare Advantage plan?
During Medicare Advantage
Open Enrollment Period January
1st-March 31st, beneficiaries that
have an existing Medicare Advantage Plan
(Part C) can switch back
to Original Medicare
and get a Medicare Prescription
Drug Plan (Part D) or change
to a different Medicare Advantage Plan. If you make an election during Medicare Advantage
Open Enrollment Period, your
coverage will start the first day
of the month following the receipt of your enrollment request.
You may make only one election
during Medicare Advantage Open
Enrollment Period.
Keep in mind there are preventative and screening services
Medicare covers at no cost to you.
Most recently the COVID 19 vaccine was added to the list of preventative services. If you are en-

rolled into a Medicare Advantage
Plan it is important you are seeing
an in-network provider to have
your preventative services fully
covered. You can check to see if a
provider is in-network
by contacting your
plan directly or speaking with your provider. There are different limits for
how often each service is covered
so make sure to speak with your
provider regarding scheduling.
For assistance with reviewing
your plan options or other Medicare related questions you can contact the Virginia Insurance Counseling and Assistance Program
(VICAP) at Senior Connections by
email vicap@youraaa.org or phone
804-343-3014. If you are outside of
Senior Connections service area
and would like to locate your VICAP
office call 1-800-552-3402.
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Mindfulness Activities for
Healthy Aging
• Move naturally

• Eat mostly plants

Incorporate purposeful movement
in your daily life. Engage in some
form of physical activity daily.

Incorporate more vegetables/
beans in your diet. Limit intake of
meat and adhere to serving sizes
of 3 to 4 ounces, about the size of
a deck of cards.

• Find purpose
Knowing your sense of purpose is worth up to seven years of
extra life expectancy, “why I wake
up in the morning.”

Drink wine moderately with
friends and/or with food.

• Downshift

• Find belonging

Stress leads to chronic inflammation, associated with every
major age-related disease. Take
a few moments each day to pray,
remember your family members,
tap a nap or meditate.

Belong to some faith-based
community. Research shows that
attending faith-based services
four times per month will add four
to 14 years of life expectancy.

• Limit Alcohol

• Put loved ones first
• Follow the 80% rule
Remind yourself to stop eating
when your stomachs is 80% full.
Eat your smallest meal in the late
afternoon or early evening, and
then don’t eat any more for the
rest of the day.

Put your families first. This means
keeping aging parents and grandparents nearby or in the home.

• Find the right community.
Chose social circles that support healthy behaviors.

Ride Connection
Our goal at Ride Connection is to help older adults and persons with disabilities have knowledge about, and access to,
transportation for medical and non-medical needs to help
them age in place at home and live a healthy and socially-connected life.
Adults age 60 and over (and adults under age 60 receiving
SSA disability benefits) are eligible for service.
Ride Connection:
• Provides information on mobility planning, education and
referrals.
• Provides transportation to a limited number of medical
appointments each month.
• Provides assistance with accessing public transportation.

For more information, please contact
the Ride Connection Hotline
at (804) 672-4495.
Now Recruiting Transportation Providers
cwilhelm@youraaa.org

COVID-19 VACCINES FOR OLDER ADULTS

TIPS ON HOW TO
GET A COVID-19
VACCINE
Tips on How to Get a COVID-19 Vaccine
Contact your state or local health
department for more information.
Ask a family member or friend to
help with scheduling an appointment.
Ask your doctor, pharmacist, or
community health center if they
provide vaccines.
Booster Shots and Additional Doses
A booster shot is administered when a
person has completed their initial
vaccine series and protection against
the virus has decreased over time.
Everyone ages 18 years and older who is
fully vaccinated is eligible for a booster.
Safe, Easy, Free, and Nearby COVID-19
Vaccination
The federal government is
providing the vaccine free of
charge to all people living in
the U.S., regardless of their
immigration or health
insurance status.
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The Home Front Updates
Senior Connections has a variety
of programs with the intent of ensuring older adults in the area have
a safe and healthy environment in
which to live. The Residential Repair and Rehabilitation program
offers low-income homeowners
up to $5000 in critical repairs or
home modifications. Last year,
we assisted 41 individuals with
those repairs, including installing
grab bars and handrails, repairing heating units, plumbing, and
more. Through the Chore program, Senior Connections has assisted residents to remove brush

or debris from their property. In
the past, we have worked with
SOAR365 to provide this assistance
and hope to do so in the future.
The Homeless Housing Preference Program has been two years
in the making. A partnership with
VCU Richmond Health and Wellness, Homeward, and Beacon
Properties, we have secured a HUD
waiver to allow people who are currently experiencing homelessness
to have a preference on the waiting
list for housing at Dominion Place
on Grace Street near VCU campus. This fall, we placed our first

resident and look forward to more.
New to Senior Connections this
year, the Rural Housing Counseling
program is designed for residents in
the rural communities in the Richmond metro area who may have
lost a partner in the last year. We
seek to identify assets and liabilities and make budgets and plans
for maintaining a life in the home
of their choosing. This program
is currently underway, and we are
looking for additional participants.
Please give us a call at 804-3433000 if you are interested.
Thank you to our community

partners for their work on impacting the lives of those most in need.

Senior Connections, CAAA
Caregiver Directed Support
Funding provided by a grant received
through the Jenkins Foundation designed
to acknowledge the important work of
Informal caregivers and to support them
in the prioritization of their own needs.

This grant opportunity is designated for use by the primary caregiver
who assists another person who is age 60 and older, and lives in Charles City,
Chesterfield, New Kent, Powhatan, Goochland, Henrico, Hanover, or Richmond city.
Some examples of ways in which to
utilize this funding can be to pay for
in-home personal care, transportation
costs, a short-term facility stay, or other
healthcare services or goods to enhance
the emotional, psychological and
physical health of the caregiver.

These funds are being directed to a
primary caregiver assisting a partner, friend,
or family member who needs assistance
with at least 2 ADL’s or 1 ADL and a
diagnosis of any form of dementia. This
grant will provide $700 to each qualifying
caregiver until funds are exhausted.

The Jenkins Foundation is focused on equitable access to primary health care,
access to mental health care, and the prevention and treatment of substance use
disorders. The aim and impact of their work is reﬂected in a more eﬃcient health
care delivery system and a safer healthier and more productive community.
http://www.jenkinsfoundation-va.org

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THIS
GRANT OPPORTUNITY OR TO OBTAIN
AN APPLICATION:
VISIT – WWW.SENIORCONNECTIONS-VA.ORG
CALL – DEE CARAS AT 804-343-3000
EMAIL – DCARAS@YOURAAA.ORG
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Furry friends can be expensive, but pet
insurance can help. See story below.

Steps to take to get your affairs in order

Dear Savvy Senior,
and professional advisers, such as your
I would like to get my personal, legal lawyer, accountant, broker and insurance
and financial information
agent.
organized so my kids will
Medical information: Inknow what’s going on when
clude a list of medications you
I’m no longer around. Can
take, along with any allergies
you offer any tips on the
and illnesses.
best way to do this?
Personal documents: In—Unorganized Emma
clude such items as your birth
Dear Emma,
certificate, Social Security
Organizing your important
card, marriage license, milipapers and getting your persontary discharge papers, etc.
al and financial affairs in order is
Secured places: List all the
SAVVY SENIOR
a smart idea and wonderful gift
places you keep under lock and
By Jim Miller
to your loved ones.
key, such as safe deposit boxes,
The first step in getting
safe combination, security
your affairs in order is to gather up all your alarms, etc. and describe how to access
important personal, financial and legal in- them.
formation so you can arrange it in a format
Digital assets: Make a list of all your
that will benefit you now, and your loved digital assets, including everything from
ones later.
social media accounts to online banking
Then you’ll need to sit down and create accounts to home utilities that you manvarious lists of important information and age online. It should include usernames
instructions of how you want certain and passwords. Use Rutgers Digital Asthings handled when you die or if you be- sets Inventory Worksheet (bit.ly/Digitacome incapacitated.
lAssetsInventory) as a guide.
Here’s a checklist to focus on:
Pets: If you have a pet, give instructions
for its care.
Personal information
End of life: Indicate your wishes for
Contacts: Make a master list of names organ and tissue donation, and write out
and phone numbers of close friends, doctors your funeral instructions. If you’ve made pre-

arrangements with a funeral home, include a
copy of the agreement, their contact information and whether or not you’ve prepaid.

Legal documents

Will, trust and estate plan: Include
the original copy of your will and other estate planning documents you’ve made.
Financial power of attorney: This document names someone you trust to handle
money matters if you’re incapacitated.
Advance healthcare directives: This
includes a living will and medical power of
attorney, which spell out your wishes regarding your end-of-life medical treatment
when you can no longer make decisions
for yourself.

Financial records

Financial accounts: Make a list of all
your bank accounts, brokerage and mutual fund accounts, and any other financial
assets you have.
Debts and liabilities: Make a list of any
loans, leases or debts you have — such as
mortgages, car loans, student loans, medical bills and credit card debts. Also, make a
list of all credit and charge cards, including
the card numbers and contact information.
Company benefits: List any retirement
plans, pensions or health benefits from

your current or former employer, including the contact information of the benefits
administrator.
Insurance: List the insurance policies
you have (life, long-term care, home, auto,
Medicare, Medigap, prescription drug,
etc.), including the policy numbers, agents
and their phone numbers.
Property: List real estate, vehicles and
other properties you own, rent or lease
and include documents, such as deeds, titles, and loan or lease agreements.
Taxes: Include the location of your tax
records and your tax preparer’s contact information.
Keep all your organized information and
files together in one convenient location —
ideally, in a fireproof filing cabinet or safe
located in your home. Also be sure to review and update it every year, and don’t forget to tell your kids where they can find it.
If you need help, get a copy of Get It Together: Organize Your Records So Your
Family Won’t Have To at Nolo.com for
$17.50 for the downloadable versions, or
$20 for a printed copy.
Send your senior questions to: Savvy Senior, P.O. Box 5443, Norman, OK 73070, or
visit SavvySenior.org. Jim Miller is a contributor to the NBC Today show and author
of The Savvy Senior book.

Pet insurance helps keep costs in check
By Katia Iervasi
Do you have a pet, or are you thinking of
adding a furry friend to the family? If so,
you’ll be in good company: 70% of U.S.
households have a pet, according to a recent American Pet Products Association
National Pet Owners Survey.
As cute as pets are, they’re a financial
commitment. Americans spent $103.6 billion on their pets in 2020 alone, APPA said.
Some expenses, like food and shelter,
are predictable. But if your new puppy or
kitten gets sick or injured, an unexpected
medical bill can derail your budget.
For a growing number of Americans,
pet insurance helps provide peace of mind.

The cost of veterinary care

Medical issues are almost inevitable for
pets, and costs are likely to rise, said Kristen Lynch, executive director of the North

American Pet Health Insurance Association, or NAPHIA.
“The fact that there’s continued innovation in the medical care of pets — just like
there is for humans — means that the cost
of those innovations will continue to go up.”
Dog owners spend an average of $242
on routine visits and $458 on surgical visits
each year, according to APPA. The cost for
cat owners is slightly lower, at $178 for
routine visits and $201 for surgical visits.
“I’d say at least half of the clients I come
in contact with have money concerns,” Dr.
TB Thompson, a Phoenix-based veterinarian at Natural Pets HQ, said in an email.
“When pets get into complicated, life-threatening medical trouble, costs add up fast.”
Pet insurance won’t reimburse you for
every penny you spend at the vet, but it
can help prevent you from being slapped
with an expensive bill.

A policy will typically pay 70% to 90% of
your costs after you pay a deductible,
which can range from $0 to $1,000 or more.
“Consider buying pet insurance unless
you can easily fund treating a pet emergency
that costs $2,500 and up,” Thompson said.

Several types to consider

There are a few types of pet insurance
plans. Comprehensive plans, the most robust, help cover the cost of care due to accidents, illnesses and surgeries, as well as
vaccinations and diagnostic tests.
Accident and illness coverage helps pay
for emergency care, surgeries, hospitalizations and prescription medications, while
accident-only policies help cover expenses
after an accident.
Some insurers also offer wellness plans,
which take care of certain tests, exams,
vaccinations and preventive treatments.

While pet insurance can stop you from
dipping into your savings to pay a vet bill, it
is an added cost.
The average cost of an accident and illness policy is $594 per year for dogs and
$342 for cats, according to NAPHIA. For
an accident-only policy, you could pay $218
for dogs and $134 for cats.
Premiums are based on a range of factors, including:
• Where you live. The cost of veterinary
care varies by region.
• Species. Dogs are more expensive to
insure than cats, for example. Coverage
for other types of animals is rare.
• Breed. Some breeds are predisposed
to medical conditions, which can increase
the cost of coverage.
• Age. As pets age, they’re more likely to
See PET INSURANCE, page 14
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Prepare yourself against natural disaster
By Liz Weston
Emergency preparedness experts recommend that you have a “go bag” and a
“stay bin” for disasters: kits with supplies
to help you survive a few days if you have
to evacuate your home or shelter in place.
Preparing your finances for natural disasters is also smart. Having cash on hand,
access to credit and the right insurance
coverage can help you get through perilous times. Fortifying your home against
disasters can also be a good investment.
Not everyone can make these preparations, of course. People with the fewest resources often suffer the brunt of disasters.
But anything you can do to bolster your situation now could help you limit the toll.

Stash some cash

Having cash on hand could help you pay
for groceries, gas, shelter and other necessities if ATMs and payment systems aren’t
functioning, which could happen if the
power goes out or cyberattacks knock systems offline.
You may need more than you think, especially if you’re away from your home for
more than a few days. Insurance consumer
advocate Amy Bach recommends keeping
at least $2,000 in a safe place somewhere
in your home.
After a widespread disaster, there is

often “incredible competition” for rentals
and other lodging, and a cash deposit
could help you secure a place to stay, said
Bach, executive director of the nonprofit
United Policyholders.
The currency should be in addition to any
emergency savings you have at the bank.
Again, anything is better than nothing.
While financial planners typically recommend an emergency fund equal to
three to six months of expenses, even a
couple hundred dollars can help you cope.

Get some credit

Your insurance may have high deductibles or other limitations on your coverage that require you to pay thousands or
even tens of thousands of dollars out of
pocket. Earthquake and hurricane policies, for example, often have deductibles
of 10% or more of the insured value.
Insurers also may limit how much they
pay for upgrades needed to meet current
building codes or for replacing older roofs,
Bach said.
A home equity line of credit (HELOC)
can give you access to a relatively inexpensive source of money in an emergency.
You’ll need to set this up long before disaster strikes, however, since lenders won’t
let you borrow against a damaged home.
Resist the urge to tap this credit for other

purposes, so that the money is available
when you need it.
An alternative if you’re a renter or otherwise can’t qualify for a HELOC is to ask
your bank for a personal line of credit.
Credit cards can also help pay the bills if
there’s enough available credit.
Once you have $500 or so set aside for
emergencies, consider paying down your
credit cards and aim to use no more than
30% of your credit limits.
Using even less of your credit limits
would be even better, because it frees up
more space on your cards and also helps to
build or maintain your credit scores.

Try to cover the big risks

Check your home’s susceptibility to various disasters at freehomerisk.com, a database created by HazardHub, which supplies risk data to insurance companies.
Each hazard your property might face is
graded from A to F. The lower the grade,
the more you should consider ways to mitigate the risk if you can, said HazardHub
co-founder Bob Frady.
That could mean buying additional coverage. A typical homeowners or renters
policy doesn’t cover damage from floods
or earthquakes, for example, but such coverage can be purchased separately.
Review your policy to see what’s cov-

ered and what’s not. Make sure you have
replacement coverage for your possessions rather than actual cash value coverage, which pays considerably less.
You’ll also want at least 24 months of
loss-of-use coverage, which pays for your
living expenses while your home is rebuilt,
Bach said.
Widespread disasters can cause even
longer rebuilding times. For example, “It
usually takes at least two years to rebuild
after a wildfire,” she said.

Protect your property if you can

There’s no way to make your home entirely disaster-proof, but there are ways to
“harden it” to reduce potential losses,
Frady said.
Frady helped start HazardHub after a
friend’s home suffered significant uninsured damage when a nearby river overflowed its banks. The friend didn’t realize
she lived next to a flood zone because she
wasn’t required by her mortgage lender to
buy flood insurance, Frady said.
If she’d known, she could have purchased
the insurance and taken steps to protect her
property, such as regularly changing the
batteries in her sump pump, which failed,
and keeping valuable items out of the basement or other low points in the house.
Installing storm shutters may reduce
losses to hurricanes and tornadoes, while
bolting your house to its foundation can
help it survive an earthquake.
“There’s power in knowing what the
perils are, and that can lead you to create a
safer location,” Frady said.
—AP

Pet insurance
From page 13

become ill or injured, Lynch said. Keep
this in mind if you plan to adopt an older
pet from a shelter.

Suggestions for new owners

As a new pet owner, many of these factors
are out of your control. But there are a few
things you can do to score a lower premium.
Look at the fine print. Consider choosing a higher deductible and lower reimbursement level.
Check for discounts. Some companies
offer discounts for insuring multiple pets
or for military service.
Shop around. There are around 20 pet
insurers in the U.S. competing for your
business, so let them. Compare quotes
from three insurers for the same amount
of coverage, and go with the best pet insurance company for your budget.
In Lynch’s view, some pet insurance is
better than none. “People avoid taking
their pets to the vet because they’re afraid
of what those costs will be,” she said.
“I like to think pet insurance gives us
the ability to say ‘yes’ to those decisions at
a time when we’re emotional, stressed and
financially strapped about other things.”
—AP/NerdWallet
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Options to pay for long-term care needs
By Samuel V. Gaeta, CFP®
Long-term care insurance helps pay for
the cost of home healthcare or a nursing
home. It also covers extended illness or
disability.
While long-term care (LTC) coverage can
be great for retirees, premiums have begun
to rise in recent years, making it a difficult
expense for those on a limited income.
So, how do you determine the best way
to prepare for long-term care costs in retirement? Here are two factors you
should consider:
Would you prefer a long-term care
facility or in-home care?
Before you determine what kind of insurance you want, you need to determine
how much LTC will likely cost. A good first
step is identifying where you want to live.
The average price to live in a nursing
home in our region of the county is more
than $140,000 a year ($385 a day) in a
semi-private room and $157,000 ($430 a
day) in a private room, according to Genworth. By 2030, those costs are projected
to be more.
Tour the LTC facilities in your area to
see how much they cost and determine
whether you can envision living there.
What if you want to live in your own
home? You can maintain that comfort and
familiarity by hiring someone to come to

your house. The average price of in-home
care in our region is $55,200 per year. The
average price of home healthcare is slightly higher at $56,700 per year.
Should you choose traditional longterm care insurance or a hybrid plan?
Once you decide where you want to live,
the next step is to determine whether you
can self-insure the cost — essentially figuring out whether you can earmark some of
your current assets to pay for these longterm care expenses if needed.
I recommend thinking about this in a
what-if context: “If I go into an LTC facility
for ‘x’ years at ‘y’ cost, can I pay for this
cost without it affecting my other retirement goals?”
If the answer is yes, self-insurance is
most likely going to be the most cost-effective and flexible solution to cover a possible long-term care expense.
If the answer is no, but you have substantial liquid assets held outside of qualified retirement accounts, a hybrid LTC insurance
policy might be an alternative solution.
These insurance policies are designed
to provide LTC benefits. but use whole life
insurance as the foundation. After you pay
a single up-front premium, the policy pays
a specified monthly benefit for LTC for a
predetermined number of years.
If you end up not needing LTC, or you de-

cide to stop insuring the risk at any point,
you would get your original premium back.
Hybrid long-term care policies tend to have
a more transparent cost structure and more
flexibility than a traditional LTC policy.
Also consider the likelihood of your
rates rising during the life of your policy. A
report in 2019 claims General Electric does
not have enough funds to cover claims for
its LTC insurance plans. As a result, the
company plans to raise premiums by $1.7
billion over the next 10 years.

Many companies are doing the same
thing. In this case, if you are unable to pay
your premium, your policy will lapse and
you may get nothing back.
I recommend talking to a Certified Financial Planner to determine the best option for you.
Ed. Note: A public relations firm was paid
to assist with media placement of this article.
© 2021 The Kiplinger Washington Editors, Inc. Distributed by Tribune Content
Agency, LLC.
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Ongoing

MONEY RESOURCES
The National Council on Aging provides money resources for older

adults on its website, ncoa.org/older-adults/money.

Ongoing

ELDER FRAUD
Learn to spot some of the most common scams that impact seniors and how to protect yourself by visiting bit.ly/ElderFraudFBI.

Jan. 27

JUMP START YOUR JOB SEARCH
Learn strategies and tips for finding a new job in this free Zoom
workshop presented by AARP Virginia on Thurs., Jan. 27 from 12

to 1:15 p.m. To learn more and register, visit bit.ly/AARPJobSearch. AARP membership is not required to attend. Email aarpva@aarp.org with questions.
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Five ways to save energy this winter
By Family Features
Winter is the time of year when energy
bills can skyrocket as we look for ways to
stay warm and cozy indoors on chilly days.
Focusing on energy efficiency can help
you keep your home temperature comfortable and your energy bills at bay while also
reducing your carbon footprint.
Energy efficiency means using less energy to accomplish the same tasks while
cutting energy bills and reducing pollution
in the process.
With Americans slated to spend an average of $746 on natural gas this winter, according to the Energy Information Administration’s “Winter Fuels Outlook,” now is a
perfect time to focus on energy efficiency.
Consider these suggestions from the ex-

perts at Best Pick Reports for ways to improve your home’s energy efficiency without breaking the bank this winter.
1. Do a heating systems check-up
Be sure all vents and registers throughout your home are clear of obstructions.
Checking that all plugs, vents and appliances are in safe, working order can also
help improve efficiency and prevent potential hazards.
Also consider hiring a professional annually to tune up your HVAC system, tighten
electrical connections, and check controls to
ensure they are working properly and safely.
2. Install energy-efficient light bulbs
and appliances
It’s important to replace old light bulbs
and appliances in your home with newer,

M A R K YO U R C A L E N D A R

Jan. 24

BETTER COMPUTER POSTURE

In this free virtual event, learn how to protect your neck and
wrists when you use your computer. The event takes place Mon.,
Jan. 24 from 7 to 8 p.m. To learn more and to register, visit
bit.ly/AARPErgonomics. Email findfun@aarp.org with questions.

Ongoing

HEART-HEALTHY RESOURCES

Learn more about how to prevent heart disease by visiting the
website for Million Hearts, a national initiative to prevent 1 million heart attacks and strokes within five years. For heart-healthy
recipes, prevention tips and recent research, visit millionhearts.hhs.gov

energy-efficient ones. Using LED light
bulbs in place of traditional incandescent
bulbs can save homeowners about $225 in
energy costs each year, according to the
U.S. Department of Energy.
You can also install timers to ensure
you’re only using electricity when needed.
Whether you love spending time in the
kitchen or you’d rather leave the cooking
to someone else, you can make your
kitchen a greener space by installing energy-efficient appliances, such as refrigerators, ovens, microwaves and dishwashers.
3. Add insulation
Install insulation in and around windows,
walls and doors to decrease heat flow from
warmer spaces to colder ones, helping to
maintain your home’s temperature and
lower your heating and cooling costs.
Also, insulate your water heater with a
blanket or cover, and check the insulation
in your attic, basement, walls and crawlspaces for leaks.
4. Improve flooring and windows
Adding rugs or carpet to hardwood
floors and ceramic tiles can help prevent
drafts and make the room feel cozier.
Installing double-paned windows can
also help prevent cold air from leaking into
your rooms, while opening blinds and curtains during the day to let in light can naturally heat up the space.

5. Use an energy-efficient space heater
A space heater is a simple option for
heating up a single chilly room for a short
amount of time, which makes it perfect for
those looking to save money and energy.
Some space heaters are designed specifically for energy efficiency. They use infrared technology to heat rooms, sensing
spots that need heat and distributing it accordingly by heating objects instead of filling the space with heat.

Do it every year

Every winter, be sure to take action to
make your home more energy efficient.
You don’t have to do it alone, however. You
can hire a professional to help you with energy efficiency projects; just be sure to do
your homework.
Look for unbiased customer reviews on
independent business directories, or review
websites like Best Pick Reports and Five
Star Rated.
These printed directories and online
sites often use a combination of third-party
research and consumer reviews to rate
contractors. Some even offer guarantees
on the quality of work.
Once you have everything in place, you
can reduce the amount of money you
spend on heating costs this winter without
sacrificing comfort or convenience.

The Invention of the Year
The world’s lightest and most portable mobility device
Once in a lifetime, a product comes along that truly moves people.
Introducing the future of battery-powered personal transportation . . . The Zinger.
“What my wife especially loves is it gives her
back feelings of safety and independence
which has given a real boost to her
conﬁdence and happiness! Thank You!”
–Kent C., California

The first thing you’ll notice about the Zinger
is its unique look. It doesn’t look like a scooter.
Its sleek, lightweight yet durable frame is made
with aircraft grade aluminum. It weighs only 47.2
lbs but can handle a passenger that’s up to 275
lbs! It features one-touch folding and unfolding
– when folded it can be wheeled around like a
suitcase and fits easily into a backseat
Now available in
or trunk. Then, there are the steering
levers. They enable the Zinger to move
a Joystick model
forward, backward, turn on a dime and even
(Zoomer Chair)
pull right up to a table or desk. With its
compact yet powerful motor it can go up to
6 miles an hour and its rechargeable battery
can go up to 8 miles on a single charge.
With its low center of gravity and inflatable
tires it can handle rugged terrain and is
virtually tip-proof. Think about it, you can
Joystick can be mounted on the right or left side for rider’s comfort

10”
take your Zinger
almost anywhere,
so you don’t have to The Zinger folds to a mere 10 inches.
let mobility issues rule your life.

Why take our word for it. You can try the Zinger
out for yourself with our exclusive home trial.
Call now, and find out how you can try out
a Zinger of your very own.

Zinger Chair®
Call now and receive a utility basket
absolutely FREE with your order.

1-888-348-0349
Please mention code 116450 when ordering.

The Zinger and Zoomer Chairs are personal electric vehicles and are not medical devices nor wheelchairs. They are not intended for medical purposes
to provide mobility to persons restricted to a sitting position. They are not covered by Medicare nor Medicaid. © 2022 Journey Health and Lifestyle

85229

Throughout the ages, there have been many
important advances in mobility. Canes, walkers,
rollators, and scooters were created to help
people with mobility issues get around and
retain their independence. Lately, however,
there haven’t been any new improvements to
these existing products or developments in this
field. Until now. Recently, an innovative design
engineer who’s developed one of the world’s
most popular products created a completely new
breakthrough . . . a personal electric vehicle. It’s
called the Zinger, and there is nothing out there
quite like it.
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Are airline-mile credit cards worth it?
See story on page 18.

The friendly, beautiful towns of Provence

Most beautiful villages

During ancient times, many settlements
were perched on the peaks of towering

hills for defensive purposes. Today,
they’re collectively called hill towns, and
each has its own unique appeal.
Travelers reach them by way of twisty
one-lane roads, hoping not to meet another vehicle heading in the opposite direction. It’s wise to park just outside a village
and enter on foot.
A French association has accomplished
a task that would seem impossible.
Among all of the magnificent places
throughout the country, it designated 164
as “Plus Beaux Villages de France” (Most
Beautiful Villages in France). After my
stay in Provence, I’d say that many more
could be added to the list.
Seventeen of the honored enclaves are
in Provence, including the village of
Gordes. With a population of about 1,600,
Gordes has been the site of a settlement
since Neolithic times.
It overlooks surrounding valleys from
its strategic location on the peak of a towering rock, making it one of the most photogenic settings in all of France. The site is
topped by an imposing castle originally
built in the 11th century and remodeled
during the Renaissance.
Menerbes, another “Most Beautiful”
town, was brought to the world’s attention by
British-born author Peter Mayle’s popular
book My Year in Provence, published in 1991.

PHOTO BY KONSTANTTIN/SHUTTERSTOCK

By Victor Block
Some places are more than a destination. Provence, nestled in the southeastern
corner of France, immerses visitors in a
placid, captivating lifestyle.
Although the nearby Cote d’Azur and
French Riviera have many advocates, visitors may encounter traffic and crowded,
blanket-to-blanket beaches.
By contrast, in the tiny towns and even
smaller villages of Provence, a Marylandsized enclave, tourists are few and far between.
Last fall, my wife Fyllis and I decided to
stay in the “real” Provence. We rented a
beautifully renovated century-old farmhouse in the village of Pernes-les-Fontaines,
a fortified Medieval town surrounded by
remnants of stone ramparts.
With our cozy home base, we ventured
out each day to explore the nearby historyrich villages, with their stone buildings
along narrow, winding cobblestone streets
and compact tree-shaded squares lined by
sidewalk cafés.
There were no waits at restaurants, no
lines at attractions and few other Englishspeakers.

PHOTO © XANTANA | DREAMSTIME.COM

A medieval castle presides over the ancient town of Gordes, one of the most beautiful
villages in France. It is built high on a cliff, with spectacular views of the Provence
countryside.

Provence, a region of southeastern France known for its lavender fields, olive groves and
vineyards, has many picturesque villages worth exploring.

Despite centuries of wars and turmoil,
Menerbes remains miraculously intact and
preserved. Most of its restaurants and shops
are grouped at the bottom of the mountain; a
tranquil town square awaits at the top.
The setting is very different in Roussillon, located near once-active ochre mines.
Many of its 300-year-old houses are painted shades of red, pink and orange that
echo the colors of the surrounding rock
cliffs. I found it challenging to stop taking
pictures of this Technicolor scene.

Some of these well-preserved Roman
antiquities continue to function in various
ways. The arena in Arles hosts bull fights,
concerts and other events, while plays and
musical productions take place in Roman
theaters in Orange and Vaison-la-Romaine.
I could continue through the almost Ato-Z list of inviting, historic hill towns, but
perhaps what makes a visit to this corner
of France most memorable is its food, wine
and people.

Echoes of the past

Much of France’s well-deserved reputation for fabulous food and wonderful wine
is based upon what is grown, made and
prepared in Provence. It didn’t take long
for Fyllis and me to appreciate each
mouthful and sip.
The vegetables on our plates, often seasoned with ubiquitous garlic and local
olive oil, grew in fields close by, as had
fresh-from-the-farm fruit. Regional specialty sweets like nougat, artisanal chocolate
and candied fruits tempt the palate and
challenge your next step on a scale.
Restaurant food portions are large, and

Phoenicians who arrived in France in
600 B.C. were followed by Greeks, then
Romans. While they held sway, from about
100 B.C.E. until the disintegration of their
empire five centuries later, this swath of
fertile land became one of Rome’s wealthiest provinces. During the Middle Ages, it
was invaded by successive waves of marauders (hence the need for fortifications).
Evidence of this past exists in every village. In Saint-Rémy-de-Provence, remains of
the Greek city of Glanum are located near a
Roman triumphal arch and funerary monument. The two-tiered Roman amphitheater
in Arles dates from the first century B.C.E.

Local fare, local friends

See PROVENCE, page 19
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What are frequent-flyer miles worth?
A few years back, some economist with
Most recently, Gary Leff’s excellent
nothing better to do calculated that fre- blog, View from the Wing (viewfromthewquent-flyer miles were the
ing.com/value-of-frequentworld’s third or fourth largest
flyer-miles) posted its own latcurrency. The total value of
est values, alongside current
miles in circulation can only
values from two other top
have increased since then.
blogs, One Mile at a Time
But calculating aggregate
(onemileatatime.com) and
value doesn’t really help anyThe Points Guy (thepointsone: The real test is how much
guy.com).
miles are worth to you, indiThe interesting finding
vidually. And that’s a surprisisn’t that they show substaningly complicated calculation.
tial variance. In fact, they’re
TRAVEL TIPS
There’s an entire community
all in surprisingly close agreeBy Ed Perkins
of blog writers devoted to frement on the value of miles in
quent-flyer minutia and arcana. And they reg- each program:
ularly post current values for airline miles,
• Giant airlines: Each mile you earn is
transferable bank miles and hotel points.
worth 1.3 to 1.5 cents when applied to a

M A R K YO U R C A L E N D A R
LEARN ABOUT FOLIES BERGÈRE STAR
The Virginia Museum hosts a lecture on Ruby Richards, a performer who replaced Josephine Baker as the star attraction at the Folies Bergère.
The lecture by curator Dr. Michael Taylor and roundtable discussion with the family of Ruby Richards will take place Thurs., Feb. 3 in the Leslie Cheek Theatre
from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. For free tickets, visit bit.ly/RubyRichards and click on
“Talks.” Call (804) 340-1400 with questions.

lar charged — on some charge categories,
so consider one of those cards for just
those specific categories.

Flash sales are a better deal

I’ve been amassing miles for years, and
generally concluded that the best use was
for premium cabin international trips. But
those high-value calculations you see comparing mile cost with cash cost for business class to Europe using regular business class fares are ridiculous.
Sure, you can get a $4,000 businessclass ticket on some lines for around
120,000 miles, but those miles are worth
the calculated 3.3 cents each if — and only
if — you’d be willing to pay $4,000 if you
didn’t have the miles. Personally, I’d probably be willing to pay no more than $1,500
for that ticket, so the value of the miles to
me is about 1.25 cents each.
You can often catch airline flash sales
for business class to Europe from the West
Coast at less than $2,000 round trip, which
puts the miles worth 1.67 cents. And you
also have to consider the fact that many —
if not most — 120,000-mile frequent-flyer
trips are available only on flights at unpopular hours or trips with multiple connections and long layovers.
See AIRLINE MILES, page 19

Bring the natural benefits of sunlight indoors.
Ever since the first human went into a dark cave and built a fire, people have realized the importance of proper indoor lighting. Unfortunately, since
Edison invented the light bulb, lighting technology has remained relatively prehistoric. Modern light fixtures do little to combat many symptoms of
improper lighting, such as eyestrain, dryness or burning. As more and more of us spend longer hours in front of a computer monitor, the results are
compounded…and the effects of indoor lighting are not necessarily limited to physical well-being. Many people believe that the quantity and quality of
light can play a part in one’s mood and work performance. Now there’s a better way to bring the positive benefits associated with natural sunlight indoors.
Use the Balance
Spectrum Floor Lamp...

...for hobbies

A floor lamp that spreads sunshine all over a room
The Balanced Spectrum® floor lamp will change the way you see and feel about your living or work spaces. Studies show that
sunshine can lift your mood and your energy levels. But as we all know, the sun, unfortunately, does not always shine. So, to bring
the benefits of natural daylight indoors, use the floor lamp that simulates the full spectrum of daylight. You will see with more
clarity and enjoyment as this lamp provides sharp visibility for close tasks and reduces eyestrain. Its 27-watt compact bulb is the
equivalent to a 150-watt ordinary light bulb. This makes it perfect for activities such
as reading, writing, sewing, needlepoint, and especially for aging eyes.

...for reading

Experience sunshine indoors at the touch-of-a-switch. This amazing lamp
is easy on the eyes and easy on the hands. It features a special “soft-touch,
flicker-free” rocker switch that’s easier to use than traditional toggle or twist
switches. Its flexible goose-neck design enables you toget light where you need
it most. The high-tech electronics, user-friendly design, and bulb that last 10 times
longer than an ordinary bulb make this lamp a must-have.

...for working

Here is a guarantee that no other lamp can make. If the Balanced Spectrum® bulb
ever burns out, we’ll send you a free replacement bulb, all you pay is a small fee for
shipping and handling. The Balanced Spectrum® floor lamp comes with firstSTREET’s
exclusive guarantee. Try this lamp for 90 days and return it for the product purchase
price if not completely satisfied.

Balanced Spectrum® floor lamp
Only $79.95 with FREE Shipping
Please mention promotional code 116453.
...and when you need a
good source of light for
close-up tasks.

For fastest service, call toll-free

1-888-691-0574
© 2021 Journey Health and Lifestyle
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Feb. 3

ticket for a future trip, with Alaska and Korean earning a tad more; Delta and Hawaiian a tad less.
• Bank cards with transferable miles
(American Express, Capital One, Chase,
and Citi) generate a value of 1.6 to 1.8
cents a mile.
• Hotel points: 0.4 to 0.7 cents a mile,
with Hyatt higher at 1.4 to 1.7 cents.
You won’t find much disagreement
about collecting points by flying: Regardless of precise value, they’re worth something. The complexities arise with valuing
miles earned by credit card.
The problem is straightforward:
• The best-earning bank cards earn 2
cents cash per dollar spent, compared with
one airline mile per dollar charged. A few
even earn two miles. So, on average, regardless of airline affiliation, you’re better
off concentrating your charges on a 2-centor 2-mile-back reward card than on an airline card.
• Many cash-back credit cards earn
only one cent per dollar, so if that’s what
you’ve got, your best bet is either to use a
miles card or switch to a higher-earning
credit card.
• Most airline cards earn one mile per
dollar charged.
• Some miles-earning bank cards offer
premium rates — up to five miles per dol-

Makes a great gift! | Leisure & Travel
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Provence
From page 17

then some. After we ordered a steak to
share at an outdoor café, the waitperson
suggested, only partly in jest, that we move
to a larger table which could accommodate
the oversized slab of delicious meat.
Wine has been made in this region for at
least 2,600 years, first by the Greeks and
then the Romans. Provence is known predominately for rose wine, which accounts
for about half of the local production.
Some oenophiles also praise its spicy, fullflavored reds.
Even beyond the historic paths of the
past, and abundant flavors of food and wine,

Airline miles
From page 18

Obviously, transferable credit-card
points are better used for airline miles
than hotel points. And just about everybody agrees that miles used for cash purchases are worth only 0.5 cents or less.
Don’t use them for non-airfare purchases.
Only you can decide what any given
set of airline miles is worth to you. Compare the cash price for a ticket you’d actually buy with the price in miles, and decide.
If you’re like me, you conclude that, in
most cases, piling your charges on a two-

we found the people of Provence to be perhaps its most endearing treasure. Topping
the list is their genuine friendliness.
When we struggled with our elementary school French, they used their elementary school English to help. When we
encountered a car problem, an off-duty policeman came to our rescue. If we looked
lost while walking, a local passerby invariably offered assistance.
The genuine friendliness and welcoming attitude of the Provençales, as inhabitants are known, might be reason enough
to visit this inviting corner of France.
Given the many other enticements, it’s no
wonder that the destination is high on
many a travel bucket list.
cent-back cash card and using the money
to buy a ticket beats piling charges on a
card that earns one mile per dollar
charged. Also, two-miles-per dollar cards
look good.
When I first looked, miles were really
valuable: fares were consistent and award
charts were more generous. But frequentflyer miles, like veteran travel writers, do
not improve with age. The quicker you use
them, the more value you’ll retain.
Send email to Ed Perkins at
eperkins@mind.net or check out his rail travel
website at rail-guru.com.
© 2021 Ed Perkins. Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC.

If you go

To get to Provence, fly into Nice or Marseilles. Round-trip flights on British Airways start at $800, but it’s possible to find a
$600 round-trip ticket during the winter
off-season.
We chose to rent through Untours, a company with which we have traveled the past.
Its motto and goal: “Live like the locals.”
Untours provided us with a wealth of
pre-trip information, accommodations, a
rental car and first-day briefing from the
on-site company representative. Rates
begin at $959 per person per week, and depend on your chosen accommodation.
Untours covers 13 European countries
and also offers canal, river and small ship

19

sea cruises. For more information, call 1888-868-6871 or visit untours.com.
When it comes to eating and sampling
outstanding wines of Provence, it’s hard to
go wrong. Even the most modest restaurants serve memorable meals.
Case in point: At the L’Esqanquet de
Font in Les Pernes (247 Quai de Verdun;
86-04-29-45), a meat-and-cheese charcuterie ($15) and roast duck with sides ($27)
are enough for two people.
We stretched our budget by enjoying
some meals at “home.” Pick up pastries,
cheese and meat in a village and live like a
local.
For more information about Provence,
visit provence-alpes-cotedazur.com/en.

M A R K YO U R C A L E N D A R

Jan. 20+

ISRAELI FILM FESTIVAL

Jan. 29

GELLMAN ROOM CONCERTS

JJ

The Weinstein JCC hosts the opening of its annual Israeli film festival on Jan. 20 from 6 to 9 p.m. Tickets for the in-person event
are $20 for members, $25 for non-members. Virtual access tickets cost $10 for
members and $12 for non-members. For more information, visit
bit.ly/JCCIsraeliFilmFest. Call (804) 285-6500 with questions.

The Richmond Public Library hosts Donovan Williams on violin
and Hope Armstrong Erb on piano performing songs from the 20th
and 21st centuries in “America on the Road to Freedom” on Sat., Jan. 29 in the
Gellman Room at the main library branch from 2 to 3 p.m. Visit
bit.ly/GellmanConcert for more information or call (804) 646-7223.
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Mel Brooks has published a new
memoir. See story below.

Comedy man Mel Brooks shares stories
team effort that usually began as a nugget
in someone else’s mind.
In his new memoir All About Me! the unmatched self-promoter, now 95, generously shares the credit…most of the time.
Look elsewhere to hear a different side
of the Mel Brooks story — some of his collaborators have grumbled about being elbowed aside as he grabbed all the glory he
could. The same goes for his personal life
— his first marriage is barely noted in
spite of three children and years of litigation — and anything else that might cast a
shadow on the beloved funny man.
As advertised, All About Me! is a narrowly focused celebration of a poor Jewish
kid who grew up from Brooklyn street-cor-

ner jokester to become synonymous with hearty laughter and
naughty chuckles. It’s a surprisingly gentle remembrance
from a comedian known for
mocking anything considered
sacred in America.

Long route to Hollywood

The entertainment world
was an escape for Melvin
Kaminsky, the youngest of four
brothers whose father died
when Melvin was 2 and whose
mother worked hard to get
enough pennies for a movie
ticket.

© FEATUREFLASH | DREAMSTIME.COM

By Douglass K. Daniel
Bagels and Nova Scotia lox for the writing team’s breakfast while punching up
the script for the movie “Blazing Saddles.” Earl Grey tea and English digestive
biscuits while developing Gene Wilder’s
idea for “Young Frankenstein.” Cottage
cheese topped with fruit while hashing
out yet another writer’s pitch for “Silent
Movie.”
Besides an uncanny memory for food,
Mel Brooks has the skill of an alchemist
turning the base metal of others’ ideas into
comedy treasure.
But the lead comes before the gold.
With the notable exception of “The Producers,” Brooks’ greatest hits have been a

See MEL BROOKS, page 22

Actor and director Mel
Brooks at the Emmy Awards
in Los Angeles in 1998,
when he won Best Guest
Actor in a Comedy Series. In
November, Brooks, now 95,
published a memoir about his
life in comedy.

PRESENTED BY

FEBRUARY 5, 2022 AT 8PM

ROBBIE SCHAEFER
HOSTED BY DANIEL CLARKE

1.800.514.ETIXX (3849) • DOMINIONENERGYCENTER
DOMINIONENERGYCENTER.COM
COM
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New and newsworthy plants for 2022
By Lela Martin
We can all agree that 2021 was a year for
strange news, from British bakeries using
illegal U.S. sprinkles for cake décor to the
sky-high prices for NFT (non-fungible
token) artwork such as the $69 million
paid for a digital photo collage.
In the midst of 24/7 broadcasting, however, you may have missed some of these
unusual plant articles.

Philodendron’s price peaks

Philodendron is a large genus in the
Araceae family that contains extremely attractive tropical plants. Its name is derived
from the Greek words philo (love), and
dendron (tree). Literally interpreted, its
name means “lover of trees” and refers to
the vine-growing species that use trees as
a means of support.
Since philodendron grow naturally
under heavy tree canopies, they can grow
in low light, which is a great characteristic
for indoor plants.
A hybrid cultivar known as “Pink
Princess” seemed to take off in popularity
during the pandemic. Generally, hybrids require medium to bright indirect light to retain their foliage color and to thrive. With
more people working from home, colorful foliage and unique specimens became coveted.
According to Joyce Mast of Bloomscape

(a website that sells plants), “The ‘Pink
Princess’ is a rare and much sought-after
philodendron with stunning, variegated
dark green and pink leaves. One of the reasons it is expensive is due to the fact that
growers cannot guarantee every plant of
this variety will actually have enough pink
on the green leaves to sell as a pink
princess.”
Southern Living reported in May that
Etsy was listing the ‘Princess Pink’ philodendrons for almost $2000. I found several
for sale in a local garden center with a
price of $800 for a plant in an eight-inch
pot! Owners and growers need to be aware
that the leaves must have green variegation mixed with the pink, since the plant
needs chlorophyll that is produced by the
green leaves.

Plants grown in space

In 2021, NASA reported on its three separate projects to grow plants in space. The
Vegetable Production System, called Veggie, is a space garden that resides on the
International Space Station. Veggie’s purpose is to help NASA study plant growth in
microgravity, while adding fresh food to
the astronauts’ diet and enhancing their
mental and physical well-being.
Holding six plants, Veggie is about the
size of a carry-on piece of luggage. Each

plant snuggles in a “pillow” of clay-based
growth media that help distribute water,
nutrients and air around the roots. A bank
of light-emitting diodes (LEDs) above the
plants produces the light suited for the
plants’ growth.
Veggie has produced lettuce, cabbage,
kale and zinnias. Some of the plants were
harvested and eaten by the crew members, with remaining samples returned to
Earth for analysis.
The Advanced Plant Habitat (APH) is
another growth chamber for plant research. Unlike Veggie, the astronauts
don’t tend this garden. It is enclosed and
automated with cameras and more than
180 sensors that are in constant interactive
contact with a team on the ground at
Kennedy Space Center.
The Biological Research in Canisters
(BRIC) is used to study the effects of
space on organisms small enough to grow
in petri dishes, such as yeast and microbes. BRIC-LED is the latest version,
with added LEDs to support mosses, algae
and cyanobacteria that need light to make
their food. Soon researchers will use BRIC
to conduct studies.

Arborists halve tree

a neighbor’s. Over 25 years, and at the
neighbor’s request, he climbed up the 16foot tree above head height and pruned it
in a ball shape.
During the pandemic lockdown, the
neighbor asked to have the tree removed,
according to the BBC. Fed up by the birds
in the trees and their excrement, the
neighbor called in a tree removal team,
See GARDENING, page 22
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In Sheffield, U.K., homeowner Bharat
Mistry had a fir tree between his yard and
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Stand Up Straight and Feel Better
Discover the Perfect WalkerTM, the better
way to walk safely and more naturally

NEW

Old Way

Better Way

It’s a cruel fact of life, as we age, gravity takes over. Our muscles droop, our bodies
sag and the weight of the world seems to be planted squarely on our shoulders. We
dread taking a fall, so we find ourselves walking less and less – and that only makes
matters worse.
Well, cheer up! There’s finally a product designed to enable us all to walk properly
and stay on the go. It’s called the Perfect Walker, and it can truly change your life.
Traditional rollators and walkers simply aren’t
designed well. They require you to hunch over and
shuffle your feet when you walk. This puts pressure
on your back, neck, wrists and hands. Over time,
this makes walking uncomfortable and can result in
a variety of health issues. That’s all changed with
the Perfect Walker. Its upright design and padded
elbow rests enable you to distribute your weight
across your arms and shoulders, not your hands and
wrists, which helps reduce back, neck and wrist pain
and discomfort. Its unique frame gives you plenty of room to step, and the oversized wheels help you glide across
the floor. The height can be easily adjusted with the push of a button to fit anyone from 4’9” to over 6’2”. Once
you’ve reached your destination you can use the hand brakes to gently slow down, and there’s even a handy seat
with a storage compartment. Plus the Perfect Walker includes Stand AssistTM handles which make standing from a
sitting position simple and easy. Its sleek, lightweight design makes it easy to use indoors and out
FREE
and it folds up for portability and storage.

• Comfortable Seat
• Stand-Assist Handles
• Adjustable Backrest
• Folds Easily
Optimized
Center
of
Gravity
• Easy-Brake Wheels
•
Plus, now you can choose between royal blue or rich bronze

Why spend another day hunched over and shuffling along. Call now, and find out how you
can try out a Perfect Walker for yourself . . . and start feeling better each and every day in your
own home.

Perfect WalkerTM Call now Toll-Free 1-888-545-6113
Please mention promotion code 116451.
© 2021 Journey Health and Lifestyle!
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Utility Bag, Cane
and Beverage
Holders
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Mel Brooks
From page 20

His stint at a Catskills resort as a clownish teen, contrasted with harrowing
months in the Army defusing bombs in the
wake of the Battle of the Bulge, followed
by a postwar Army assignment to an occupation entertainment unit helped make his
heavenly dream more earthbound.
Brooks refined his talent for comedy
during his first big break, writing for Sid
Caesar’s “Your Show of Shows” and “Caesar’s Hour” series during TV’s Golden
Age.
Lean years followed, but Brooks kept at
it, thanks to his “2,000-Year-Old Man” routine with Carl Reiner, co-creating TV’s

Gardening
From page 21

who cut the tree in half, removing the
branches that hung over his driveway. The
before and after photos became an inter-

JANUARY 2022 — FIFTYPLUS

“Get Smart,” and writing and directing his
first film, “The Producers” (1968), which
he adapted decades later into a Broadway
juggernaut.
Along the way, Brooks met the likes of
Cary Grant (debonair, but dull, he says),
John Wayne (he thought the script for
“Blazing Saddles” was hilarious but too
dirty for an appearance by America’s Favorite Cowboy), and Alfred Hitchcock (the
Master of Suspense kept Brooks hanging
on whether he thought “High Anxiety”
was insult or homage — he finally sent a
note with a case of fine wine).
And there was actress Anne Bancroft.
Her unlikely attraction to Brooks’ off-kilter
personality resulted in that rare Hollywood
production, a durable marriage.

To avoid confusing ticket-buyers,
Brooks kept his name off his production
company’s non-comedies “The Elephant
Man,” “Frances,” “The Fly” and other topnotch films.
His all-too-brief discussions about the
business side of the movie business — he
demanded foreign rights to his later pictures and was rewarded with more money
than he earned domestically — are welcome asides.

net sensation.
While there was probably a rift between
the neighbors, the true damage will be to
the tree. Certified arborists recommend
that no more than 30% of a tree or bush
should be removed at one time.

Invasive weeds for sale?

M A R K YO U R C A L E N D A R

Jan. 19+

POE BIRTHDAY BASH

Celebrate Edgar Allen Poe’s birthday with the Poe Museum from
Wed., Jan. 19 through Jan. 26. In-person and virtual events will
be held as the Museum kicks off their centennial celebration. Visit
bit.ly/PoeBirthday or call (804) 648-5523 for up-to-date information.

What’s missing

Anyone looking for introspection will
be disappointed. While Brooks celebrates
his reputation for “dangerous” comedy,
he’s taking no chances with today’s hot
topics.

Labeled one of “the world’s worst invasive
weeds” by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) and banned by federal legislation, Japanese blood grass or cogongrass
(Imperata cylindrica) is available to purchase
from nurseries, garden centers and online retailers, according to a 2021 study by the University of Massachusetts Amherst and reported by Smithsonian Magazine.
Researchers discovered that cogongrass
and nearly 1,300 other invasive plants are
currently being sold to the public. Cogongrass is by far “the most concerning case
of federally designated noxious weed sales,”

Look elsewhere for Brooks to muse
over whether “Blazing Saddles” with its
liberal use of the N-word would survive in
our politically correct culture (no, he has
said).
Reconsidering the misogyny and homophobia that were part of his generation’s
comedy canon just isn’t on the menu.
Yes, too much of “All About Me!” is selfcongratulatory — if Brooks isn’t praising
himself, he quotes others praising him —
and, yes, recounting plots and casts for his
films comes off as superficial.
His memoir works best, which is more
often than not, as a look back in laughter
from a man who isn’t through trying to
make us gasp for breath.
—AP

lead author Evelyn M. Beaury states.
She and her colleagues found that cogongrass was being sold by 33 vendors in
17 states. Even if plant breeders market a
sterile cultivar, research shows that it may
still become invasive.
Beware also of other invasive species
for sale, including Japanese barberry, Chinese privet, Norway maple, Russian olive,
garlic mustard, Canada thistle and kudzu.
Look out for plants in the news during
2022!
Lela Martin is a Master Gardener with
the Chesterfield County office of the Virginia
Cooperative Extension.

The So Lite™ Wheelchair is the revolutionary portable wheelchair with a wide range of features

If you can lift your grandchild . . . You can lift this amazing wheelchair

NEW

• Chair frame weighs only 16.5 pounds
• Frame crafted using magnesium for light weight
TM

and strength
Removable
Cushions

Flip-Back
Armrests

Quick-Release AntiTipper

Quick-Release
Footrests

• Easy quick-release rear wheels, footrests and
anti-tippers

• Flip-back armrests for the ability to roll up close
to a desk or table

• Folds for convenient transportation and storage
• Dual braking system featuring manual locks

Quick-Release
Rear Wheels

and handbrakes
Magnesium
Frame

Available in Black (not shown), White or Blue

Wheelchair
Call toll-free now

1-888-691-0449

Please mention code 116452 when ordering.

• FREE stylish and comfortable back and
seat cushions
© 2021 Journey Health and Lifestyle

85612

Dual Braking
System
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Makes a great gift!

HOW TO PLACE CLASSIFIED ADS

All classified ads must be submitted and paid for online, via our website,
www.thebeaconnewspapers.com/classifieds
Deadlines and Payments: To appear in the next issue, your ad text
and payment must be entered by the 5th of the preceding month (for Baltimore and
Howard County editions); by the 20th (for Washington and Richmond editions).
Cost will be based on the number of characters and spaces in your ad: • $25 for
1-250 • $35 for 251-500. • $50 for 501-750 (maximum length). The website will
calculate this amount for you.
Note: Each real estate listing qualifies as one ad. • All ads are subject to publisher’s
discretion. Payment will be refunded if unacceptable for any reason.
Questions? Call (804) 673-5203.

Crossword Puzzle
Find a new crossword every day on our website
at www.TheBeaconNewspapers.com/puzzles.
News on the Twos
1

Health

33

IS YOUR LIFE BEING SQUEEZED?
Narita Snead MPH, MSN, APN-BC (operator/caregiver) having 15+ yrs of gerontology
experience; has recently opened her home
for private, residential care in RVA. The
Blessington House offers a quaint and intimate alternative to overcrowded, understaffed long term care facilities. A seasoned
healthcare provider, Narita knows first-hand
the importance of client centered holistic
care models for the elderly. Best known for
exemplary care and extraordinary service,
Blessington was established to relieve caregiver stress syndrome and offer first class,
concierge personal care 24/7/365. Call
804.475.8904 to schedule a tour. Let them
“come live with the Nurse Practitioner!”

MOBILEHELP, America’s Premier Mobile
Medical Alert System. Whether You’re Home
or Away. For Safety and Peace of Mind. No
Long Term Contracts! Free Brochure! Call
Today! 1-240-650-9189.

36

For Sale
GENERAC STANDBY GENERATORS
provide backup power during utility power
outages, so your home and family stay safe
and comfortable. Prepare now. Free 7-year
extended warranty ($695 value!). Request a
free quote today! Call for additional terms
and conditions. 1-866-964-8106.
PUT ON YOUR TV EARS and hear TV
with unmatched clarity. TV Ears Original
were originally $129.95 - NOW WITH THIS
SPECIAL OFFER are only $59.95 with code
MCB59! Call 1-833-934-0843.

For Sale/Rent: Real Estate
DO YOU NEED HELP SELLING OR
PURCHASING A HOME? Traci Ross at
US Realty One can help! Trained in Elder
Law and licensed in the Commonwealth of
Virginia as an Associate Broker, she can help
with all of your real estate needs! Call her
today at 804-709-9030. US Realty One is located at 1140 Wilkinson Road, Richmond, VA
23227.

Health

TV/Cable
DIRECTV for $69.99/mo for 12 months with
CHOICE Package. Watch your favorite live
sports, news & entertainment anywhere. One
year of HBO Max FREE. Directv is #1 in Customer Satisfaction (JD Power & Assoc.) Call
for more details! (some restrictions apply) Call
1-888-572-4953.
DISH NETWORK. $64.99 for 190 Channels!
Blazing Fast Internet, $19.99/mo. (where available.) Switch & Get a FREE $100 Visa Gift
Card. FREE Voice Remote. FREE HD DVR.
FREE Streaming on ALL Devices. Call today!
1-844-560-5837.

MARK YOUR CALENDAR

Jan. 17+

MLK
CELEBRATION

The Folger Shakespeare Library

DENTAL INSURANCE from Physicians
Mutual Insurance Company. Coverage for
350 plus procedures. Real dental insurance NOT just a discount plan. Do not wait! Call
now! Get your FREE Dental Information Kit
with all the details! 1-844-366-1003 www.dental50plus.com/320 #6258.

Off,” pre-recorded readings by contemporary poets and actors celebrating the work of Martin Luther
King, Jr. Recordings are available
for free from Mon., Jan. 17 to Mon.,
Jan. 24. Visit bit.ly/FolgerMLK.
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DON’T LET THE STAIRS LIMIT YOUR
MOBILITY! Discover the ideal solution for
anyone who struggles on the stairs, is concerned about a fall or wants to regain access to
their entire home. Call AmeriGlide today! 1866-365-5170.

presents “Not Just Another Day
PORTABLE OXYGEN CONCENTRATOR May Be Covered by Medicare! Reclaim
independence and mobility with the compact
design and long-lasting battery of Inogen
One. Free information kit! Call 855-851-0949.

49

6

17

44

Home/Handyman Services

APPLYING FOR SOCIAL SECURITY
DISABILITY or Appealing a Denied Claim?
Call Bill Gordon & Assoc. Our case managers
simplify the process & work hard to help with
your case. Call 1-866-970-0779 FREE Consultation. Local Attorneys Nationwide [Mail: 2420 N
St NW, Washington DC. Office: Broward Co.
FL (TX/NM Bar.)]

5

By Stephen Sherr

12

23
28

Legal Services

4

19

Caregivers

WESLEY FINANCIAL GROUP, LLC
Timeshare Cancellation Experts. Over
$50,000,000 in timeshare debt and fees cancelled in 2019. Get free informational package and learn how to get rid of your timeshare! Free consultations. Over 450 positive
reviews. Call 855-626-8703.

3

16

CLASSIFIEDS

Financial

2

11

To place your classified ad, visit
www.thebeaconnewspapers.com/classifieds

THE BATHROOM OF YOUR DREAMS
for as little as $149/month! BCI Bath & Shower. Many options available. Quality materials &
professional installation. Senior & Military Discounts Available. Limited Time Offer - FREE
virtual in-home consultation now and SAVE
15%! Call Today! 1-855-653-0087.

23

61

62

67
69

70

72

73

Across

Down

1. Baseball promotion giveaway
4. Surrealist Salvador
8. Down in the dumps
11. “So that’s your secret plan!”
12. Musk, who was named Time’s 2021
Person of the Year
13. Abraham’s name for his first 99 years
16. Location of a 1962 crisis
19. Likely to get high SAT scores
20. The wisest spice on the whole rack
21. Member of a band inducted into the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame in 2021
23. “Let your joy be in your journey, not in
some distant ___” (Tim Cook)
25. I-95, for example
27. Part of a Tupperware purchase
28. Location of a 1972 burglary
33. A Wednesday before Easter
34. PlayStation seller
35. A Tuesday before Easter
36. ___-ball (ticket redemption game)
38. HHS, HUD, and 13 more
41. Partisanship
44. “That flamenco dancer is amazing!”
46. Parts of an eon
48. She appeared in the Get Back documentary
49. Location of a 1982 skirmish
54. ___ insult to injury
55. The waitress on “Alice” who got a
spin-off
56. “Far __ from me to criticize, but ...”
57. Home of the Pantheon
59. Boyfriend
61. Oktoberfest music
65. Location of a 1992 sports competition
68. Listlessness
69. Grp. that added North Macedonia in 2020
70. Buddhist discipline
71. A chess board and 32 pieces
72. Panache
73. She never had to deal with in-laws

1. Top animated movie of 2006
2. “Um, excuse me ...”
3. Oldest of the Smurfs
4. Mortgage signers
5. Last word in the Pledge of Allegiance
6. Journalist who debuted in Action Comics #1
7. Early Peruvian
8. “Wait at the curb until it is ___ cross”
9. Doogie Howser, M.D. network
10. Viagra or Valium
14. Official formal end
15. Wizardry
17. Try to use influence
18. People-eating monster
22. Praiseful poem
24. “There is ___” (theist’s declaration)
26. One before Gee
28. “Sorry; I ___ wrong”
29. Set a list price
30. Protagonist of Hemmingway’s last novella
31. Created a manuscript
32. Terrif
37. Yellowstone Park inhabitant
39. International court
40. Insert in a USPS-based autograph request
42. An appropriate part of the word “ampersand”
43. “Mayday!”, in Morse Code
45. ___ on the Shelf
47. Slides into bed-time shoes
49. Where the near-sighted have trouble seeing
50. It means “mudbrick” in Spanish
51. Even though
52. Christmas carol word
53. Like the tilde to the “n”
58. Sea eagles
60. Top condition
62. Stay in the comfy chair
63. Capital of Ukraine
64. Beheaded Boleyn
66. Signal to come on stage
67. ___ loss for words

Answers on page 21.
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